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Abstract
Today’s Big Data phenomenon, characterized by huge volumes of data produced at very high rates by
heterogeneous and geographically dispersed sources, is fostering the employment of large-scale distributed
systems in order to leverage parallelism, fault tolerance and locality awareness with the aim of delivering
suitable performances. Among the several areas where Big Data is gaining increasing significance, the
protection of Critical Infrastructure is one of the most strategic since it impacts on the stability and safety of
entire countries. Intrusion detection mechanisms can benefit a lot from novel Big Data technologies because
these allow to exploit much more information in order to sharpen the accuracy of threats discovery.
A key aspect for increasing even more the amount of data at disposal for detection purposes is the collab-
oration (meant as information sharing) among distinct actors that share the common goal of maximizing the
chances to recognize malicious activities earlier. Indeed, if an agreement can be found to share their data,
they all have the possibility to definitely improve their cyber defenses. The abstraction of Semantic Room
(SR) allows interested parties to form trusted and contractually regulated federations, the Semantic Rooms,
for the sake of secure information sharing and processing. Another crucial point for the effectiveness of
cyber protection mechanisms is the timeliness of the detection, because the sooner a threat is identified, the
faster proper countermeasures can be put in place so as to confine any damage.
Within this context, the contributions reported in this thesis are threefold
_ As a case study to show how collaboration can enhance the efficacy of security tools, we developed
a novel algorithm for the detection of stealthy port scans, named R-SYN (Ranked SYN port scan
detection). We implemented it in three distinct technologies, all of them integrated within an SR-
compliant architecture that allows for collaboration through information sharing: (i) in a centralized
Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine (Esper), (ii) in a framework for distributed event processing
(Storm) and (iii) in Agilis, a novel platform for batch-oriented processing which leverages the Hadoop
framework and a RAM-based storage for fast data access. Regardless of the employed technology, all
the evaluations have shown that increasing the number of participants (that is, increasing the amount
of input data at disposal), allows to improve the detection accuracy. The experiments made clear
that a distributed approach allows for lower detection latency and for keeping up with higher input
throughput, compared with a centralized one.
_ Distributing the computation over a set of physical nodes introduces the issue of improving the way
available resources are assigned to the elaboration tasks to execute, with the aim of minimizing the
time the computation takes to complete. We investigated this aspect in Storm by developing two
distinct scheduling algorithms, both aimed at decreasing the average elaboration time of the single
input event by decreasing the inter-node traffic. Experimental evaluations showed that these two
algorithms can improve the performance up to 30%.
_ Computations in online processing platforms (like Esper and Storm) are run continuously, and the
need of refining running computations or adding new computations, together with the need to cope
with the variability of the input, requires the possibility to adapt the resource allocation at runtime,
which entails a set of additional problems. Among them, the most relevant concern how to cope
with incoming data and processing state while the topology is being reconfigured, and the issue of
temporary reduced performance. At this aim, we also explored the alternative approach of running
the computation periodically on batches of input data: although it involves a performance penalty
on the elaboration latency, it allows to eliminate the great complexity of dynamic reconfigurations.
We chose Hadoop as batch-oriented processing framework and we developed some strategies specific
for dealing with computations based on time windows, which are very likely to be used for pattern
recognition purposes, like in the case of intrusion detection. Our evaluations provided a comparison
of these strategies and made evident the kind of performance that this approach can provide.
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Introduction
The Big Data Phenomenon
In the last few years we are witnessing a huge growth in information production. IBM claims that “every
day, we create 2.5 quintillion bytes of data - so much that 90% of the data in the world today has been cre-
ated in the last two years alone” [71]. Domo, a business intelligence company, has recently reported some
figures [21] that give a perspective on the sheer amount of data injected on the internet every minute, and
on its heterogeneity as well: 3125 photos are added on Flickr, 34722 likes are expressed on Facebook, more
than 100000 tweets are done on Twitter, etc. This apparently unrelenting growth is a consequence of several
factors such as the pervasiveness of social networks, the smartphone market success, the shift toward an “In-
ternet of things” and the consequent widespread deployment of sensor networks. This phenomenon, known
by the popular name of Big Data, is expected to bring a strong growth in economy with a direct impact on
available job positions; Gartner says that the business behind Big Data will globally create 4.4 million IT
jobs by 2015 [128].
Big Data applications are typically characterized by the three Vs [71] : large volumes (up to exabytes)
produced at a high velocity (intense data streams that must be analyzed in quasi real time) with extreme vari-
ety (mix of structured and unstructured data coming from diverse sources). Classic data mining and analysis
solutions showed quickly their limits when they have to face such loads. Indeed, storing data with these
characteristics into relational databases or data warehouses has become prohibitive since it would require
cleansing and transforming very heterogeneous pieces of raw data (because of its variety), that is produced
at extremely high rates (because of its velocity), so that it can fit into some predefined schema. On the other
hand, storage hardware is getting cheaper and this would ease the storage of larger volumes of data, indeed
this is a key driver for developing new storage software that can cope with the variety and velocity of such
data. Furthermore, querying such data at rest by employing traditional techniques, like SQL, becomes more
and more challenging and expensive (because of its volume). Big Data applications, therefore, imposed a
paradigm shift in the area of data management that brought us several novel approaches to the problem, rep-
resented mostly by NoSQL databases, for what concerns storage technologies, and batch data analysis tools
together with advanced Complex Event Processing (CEP) engines for what regards querying mechanisms.
An additional consequence of the huge volumes of Big Data is the push to increase the amount of phys-
ical resources employed to store and query data, which in turn gives a boost to the development of highly
distributed systems able to scale in and out as the need arises. The proliferation of data producers and
consumers all over the world really contributes both to the variety of data and to the velocity it is gener-
ated and then retrieved. It becomes convenient to deploy these systems closer to their clients and users by
distributing them geographically (multi data center deployment), so as to decrease physical distances and
consequently improve the quality of provided services. The growing large-scale nature of stores and query
engines entails additional challenges and requirements.
There are several contexts where Big Data trend is gaining particular relevance. In general, any area where
large amounts of data can be gathered and analyzed in order to extract meaningful insights is suitable for
employing Big Data techniques. In economics and finance, the availability of market-related mass media
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and social media content and the emergence of novel mining techniques allow to advance research relating
to smart market and money [60]. The start-up Inrix Inc. developed a system that leverages “millions of
cellphone and GPS signals, makes sense of the jumble of information about car speeds, weather conditions
and sports schedules, and translates the data into maps of traffic along 2600 miles of the state’s roads” [127].
Another valuable source for Big Data appliances is represented by the logs produced by software ap-
plications: companies like Facebook and Twitter generate petabytes of logs per day [71]. Log analysis can
provide useful means for users profiling, activity monitoring and also security [153]. Indeed, by looking for
anomalous or known malicious patterns, possible threats can be detected and even prevented. Subsequent
analysis of attack detections can be leveraged to improve security defenses in order to avoid that further
attacks of the same type would be successful. In addition, the earlier the detection is, the more effective the
mitigation actions can be, which makes clear that the processing has to be as much timely as possible.
Big Data and Cyber Security
The importance of cyber security is growing very quickly, on one hand because the overall value managed
by the means of cyber technologies is rocketing, on the other hand because the current rapid evolution of
information systems has the inherent side effect of introducing new security breaches. Current trend toward
Big Data is pushing for developing larger-scale storages where increasingly huger data volumes can be
stored and queried at ever higher rates and, at the same time, providing zero-downtime and seemingly lim-
itless scalability. State-of-the-art technologies for achieving such goals include highly scalable distributed
NoSQL storages [56]. These are usually deployed in data centers, whose design and evolution are consid-
erably driven by the ever changing requirements of the applications they have to host (e.g., Bigtable [58],
Megastore [42], Dynamo [69]). The increasing spread and the continuous advancement of key technologies,
such as virtualization and cloud computing, together with the overwhelming proliferation of mobile devices,
are currently speeding up the ongoing transformation of data centers. This consequently leads to the growth
of their complexity, which in turn gives rise to new security breaches as a side effect [66]. Such state of alert
is also confirmed by the perceptions of involved people that are more and more worried about the actual
effectiveness of current security mechanisms and about the thriving strength and complexity of cyber at-
tacks [143]. Another relevant point concerns a trend that is typical of emerging technologies, which consists
in favoring the development and enhancing of further features rather than focusing on security aspects of
already existing functionalities. Such trend makes the situation even worse for the security guarantees of
new cloud-based software because security issues are even more likely to be overlooked.
One of the most relevant issue of cyber security is the protection of Critical Infrastructures (CIs) [44]. It
wasn’t by chance that the President of the USA Barack Obama has proclaimed December 2012 as Critical
Infrastructure Protection and Resilience Month [122]. Even though the precise definition of CI varies from
country to country, we can consider a CI as a structure of assets, systems and networks, either physical
or virtual, such that its unavailability or destruction would have a debilitating effect on security, economy,
health or safety, or any combination thereof [123]. For example, in the USA, the Presidential Policy Di-
rective 21 (PPD-21) on Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience identifies 16 CI sectors: chemical,
commercial facilities, communications, critical manufacturing, dams, defense industrial base, emergency
services, energy, financial services, food and agriculture, government facilities, healthcare and public health,
information technology, nuclear plants, transportation system and water system [124]. Distinct CIs can be
interconnected in intricate ways, so that a successful attack to one CI can produce a domino effect and dam-
age further CIs. The interdependencies among CIs can be either technical (i.e. the communications service
requires the energy service) or based on geographical proximity as well [131]. As CIs grow in complexity,
figuring out their interdependencies in order to identify proper countermeasures becomes prohibitive. The
situation is made even worse by the increasing spread of the Internet within CIs, indeed more and more parts
of them are reachable through Internet and therefore become potential targets for cyber attacks.
3Today’s cyber security warnings, together with the real risk of cyber attacks to CIs, make the cyber pro-
tection of CIs a priority to be addressed promptly. The great complexity of the problem, together with the
huge amount of data to be analyzed and of resources to provide and manage, suggest to undertake a roadmap
which employs Big Data technologies as the main building blocks. In the specific, the timely elaboration
of observed cyber activities can be a very effective mean to spot forthcoming, ongoing or already happened
attacks in order to prevent, mitigate or trace them. Within this context, the possibility to elaborate larger vol-
umes of data even becomes an opportunity to leverage, because it can enable the correlation of information
provided by distinct actors having the common goal of improving their cyber defenses. After all, the more
the input data it has at disposal, the higher the accuracy of the computation is. Assembling Collaborative
Environments where distinct participants share their data (in this case, their logs about observed cyber ac-
tivities) and resources (computational, storage and network) can be a convenient practice for reducing the
provisioning cost (required resources are provided by all the participants) and at the same time sharpening
the effectiveness of defensive mechanisms (thanks to greater quantity of information at disposal). Setting up
Collaborative Environments in practice introduces several issues, mainly related to privacy, trustworthiness
and sharing fairness enforcement [44].
Thesis Contents
This thesis is organized in two parts
1. the first part delves with collaborative environments by describing strengths and weaknesses of in-
formation sharing, by introducing the abstraction of Semantic Room and by presenting a case study
concerning collaborative stealthy port scan detection
2. the second part focuses on two of the technologies employed in the first part
_ Storm: a framework for distributed online event processing.
Two schedulers are presented that aim at decreasing the average computation latency by mini-
mizing inter-node traffic.
_ Hadoop: a framework for distributed batch-oriented processing.
A set of strategies is described for carrying out time window based computations on a batch-
oriented fashion.
Collaborative Environments
The first part analyzes the potentialities of information sharing, identifies the obstacles that prevent or limit
its adoption in real scenarios and propose possible guidelines to overcome them. At this aim, the abstraction
of Semantic Room (SR) is introduced, which allows interested parties to form trusted and contractually
regulated federations, the Semantic Rooms, for the sake of secure information sharing and processing. The
SR abstraction is capable of supporting diverse types of input data ranging from security events detected in
real time, to historical information about past attacks and logs. It can be deployed on top of an IP network
and, depending on the needs of the individual participants, can be configured to operate in either peer-to-
peer or cloud-centric fashion. Each SR has a specific strategic objective to meet (e.g., detection of botnets,
of stealthy scans, of Man-In-The-Middle attacks) and has an associated contract specifying the set of rights
and obligations for governing the SR membership. Individual SRs can communicate with each other in a
producer-consumer fashion resulting in a modular service-oriented architecture. Parties willing to join an SR
can be reluctant to share their data because of the lack of proper assurances about how these data are handled
and because the risks of leaking sensitive information are not well-understood. State-of-the-art techniques
and technologies can be integrated within an SR in order to precisely setup the information to disclose and to
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mask the identity of the parties sharing the data. A further issue concerns the level of trust among participant
parties, which makes them suspect each other of selfish behavior and take countermeasures that negatively
impact on the overall effectiveness of the collaboration itself.
Among the possible employments of collaborative approaches for cyber defense purposes, this thesis
delves into intrusion detection. In the specific, a novel algorithm is described for the detection of stealthy
port scans, which is a common technique used by attackers as a reconnaissance activity aimed at discovering
any vulnerability in the target system. Such algorithm is called R-SYN and is used in an SR to recognize
SYN port scans, that are scans for detecting the status of TCP ports without ever completing the initial TCP
connection phase. These scan activities are distributed among several target sites for scattering the evidence
of the scan over a number of different parties. In this way, such parties in isolation cannot discover the
intrusion, since the traffic information at disposal of each single party is not enough to give evidence of the
malice nature of the activity. Three distinct implementations are provided: one based on a centralized CEP
engine (Esper [11]), one employing a framework for distributed event processing (Storm [18]) able to sustain
a wider range of input traffic and, finally, a further implementation based on Agilis [31], a novel platform
for batch-oriented processing which leverages the Hadoop [150] framework and a RAM-based storage for
fast data access.
Experimental evaluations show that the collaboration is really effective, indeed the accuracy of the de-
tection is demonstrated to improve as more organizations contribute with their own traffic logs. Further-
more, the experiments make clear that a distributed approach allows for lower detection latency and for
keeping up with higher input throughput. Both Esper and Storm adopt an approach based on continuous
computation, meaning that the elaboration is ceaselessly executed on incoming events. Existing distributed
processing platforms that operate with continuous queries don’t cope well with dynamic reconfiguration
because moving processing tasks at runtime requires the capability to manage stateful tasks and to buffer
incoming events, and that’s not properly implemented in available products yet. For this reason, the Agilis-
based implementation provides an alternative approach that employs batch computations in order to avoid
the problems deriving from dynamic reconfiguration: by running the computation periodically, there are
enough opportunities to adjust the configuration to properly cope with required needs. As an additional
result, the implementation based on Agilis gave evidence that, in Collaborative Environments where partic-
ipants communicate through the Internet, the available physical bandwidth can easily become a bottleneck.
Consequently, a batch approach in which each execution is scheduled so as to move the computation where
required data is stored can provide better performance compared to a centralized approach where the com-
putation is at rest while input data get moved accordingly.
Enhancing Technologies for Collaborative Environments
In the second part, two of the technologies employed for the implementation of the R-SYN algorithm are
taken into account with the aim of enhancing them in order to obtain improved performance: Storm and
Hadoop.
Distributing the computation over a set of physical nodes introduces the issue of improving the way
available resources are assigned to the elaboration tasks to execute. What it means exactly improving re-
source allocation heavily depends on the specific scenario. In this thesis we deal with timely computations,
so the main goal is the minimization of the time the computation takes to be completed. We investigated this
aspect in Storm [18] by developing two distinct scheduling algorithms, both aimed at decreasing the average
elaboration time of the single input event, which implies an overall reduction of the time required to get the
outcome of an ongoing computation, like the detection of an intrusion. One algorithm works offline, before
the computation is started, and takes into account the links among elaboration tasks in order to produce a
schedule such that communicating tasks are likely to be allocated to the same physical machine. The other
algorithm works online and monitors at runtime the amount of traffic among elaboration tasks in order to
5generate a schedule such that the traffic among physical machines is minimized. Experimental evaluations
show that these two algorithms can improve the performance up to 30%.
In Storm, the computation is specified by the means of a network of elaboration tasks that are setup
and keep being continuously executed on incoming input streams. The need of refining already installed
queries or adding new ones, together with the need to cope with the variability of the input, requires the
possibility to adapt the resource allocation at runtime, which entails a set of additional problems. Among
them, the most relevant are how to cope with incoming data and processing state while the topology is
being reconfigured, and the issue of temporary reduced performance. In this thesis, the alternative approach
is explored of running the computation periodically on batches of input data. Even though running the
computation at fixed intervals involves a performance penalty for what concerns the elaboration latency, such
an approach eliminates the great complexity of dynamic reconfigurations. We chose Hadoop [150] as batch-
oriented processing framework and we developed some strategies specific for dealing with computations
based on time windows, which are very likely to be used for pattern recognition purposes, like in the case
of intrusion detection. Our evaluations provide a comparison of these strategies and make evident the kind
of performance that this approach can provide.
Contributions
In the following the main contributions of this thesis are reported.
_ the devising of a novel algorithm, R-SYN, for the detection of SYN port scans;
_ the implementation of R-SYN in three different technologies (Esper, Storm and Hadoop-based Agilis)
with a set of evaluations on detection accuracy and performance which demonstrate
3 the effectiveness of R-SYN algorithm in detecting SYN port scans,
3 the real added value of collaboration for sharpening the accuracy of a computation,
3 the quantitative benefits on sustainable input throughput and computation time derived by dis-
tributing the computation,
3 the impact of limited physical bandwidth on computation latency, and how a locality-aware
scheduling can address such issue;
_ the further improvement of elaboration time on distributed computations in Storm by developing
two scheduling algorithms that take care of smartly allocating elaboration tasks on available physical
resources;
_ the investigation on the efficacy of a batch approach for carrying out computations on input streams
coming from distributed sources, with focus on Hadoop elaborations based on time windows
Thesis Organization
Chapter 1 introduces the potentialities of information sharing and Collaborative Environments. It also de-
scribes the Semantic Room (SR) abstraction as a mean to enable the setup of such Collaborative Environ-
ments and proposes high level strategies for coping with the main obstacles to the widespread adoption of
information sharing: confidentiality and fairness. The description of an SR used in a real scenario is reported
to provide some indications on the practical issues to address when collaboration has to be implemented.
Chapter 2 describes an SR for intrusion detection, where a novel algorithm for detecting SYN port scans,
R-SYN, is integrated so as to highlight the advantages of collaboration to detection accuracy. Three imple-
mentations of R-SYN are provided, one using a centralized CEP engine (Esper), one employing instead a
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framework for distributed event processing (Storm), and another one based on Agilis, a batch-oriented pro-
cessing platform where data is stored in a RAM-based store and computation is carried out using the Hadoop
framework. Experimental evaluations allow for a comparison between Esper-based and Storm-based imple-
mentations, and between Esper-based and Agilis-based.
Chapter 3 delves more into the topic of distributed computation by detailing a way to improve even
more the performance in Storm through the development of smart scheduling algorithms that aim at min-
imizing the traffic among physical nodes so as to get an overall reduction of elaboration time. The actual
efficacy of this approach is quantified by the presentation of performance results deriving from experimental
evaluations.
Chapter 4 underlines a possible problem in the way frameworks for distributed event processing like
Storm carry out the computation. In the specific, they elaborate by the means of queries that are continuously
executed on incoming data, and dynamic reconfiguration of the way the computation is allocated to available
resources can cause temporary worsening of the performance. A viable way to address such issue is to
adopt a batch approach where the computation is started periodically on a batch of input data. This chapter
investigates such possibility in the specific case of elaborations based on time windows and presents an
evaluation where batch-oriented strategies are implemented in Hadoop.






The Semantic Room Abstraction
Organizations must protect their information systems from a variety of threats. Usually they employ isolated
defenses such as firewalls, intrusion detection and fraud monitoring systems, without cooperating with the
external world. Organizations belonging to the same markets (e.g., financial organizations, telco providers)
typically suffer from the same cyber crimes. Sharing and correlating information could help them in early
detecting those crimes and mitigating the damages.
This chapter discusses the Semantic Room (SR) abstraction (Section 1.3), which enables the develop-
ment of collaborative event-based platforms, on top of the Internet, where data from different information
systems are shared, in a controlled manner, and correlated to detect and react to security threats (e.g., port
scans, distributed denial of service) and frauds. Confidentiality can be a key aspect in scenarios where or-
ganizations should disclose sensitive information, which could prevent the collaboration from taking place.
The SR abstraction enables the employment of state-of-the-art technologies for addressing confidentiality
issues. Before introducing the SR abstraction, the benefits of information sharing are described in details
(Section 1.1), so as to provide a grounded foundation for the potential effectiveness of such methodology,
and most relevant related work are presented (Section 1.2). A significant issue related to information shar-
ing is the current lack of any mean to enforce some notion of fairness on the relationship between what one
shares and what one gains by that sharing: this aspect is investigated in Section 1.4. Finally, in Section 1.5
we present an SR we prototyped for fraud monitoring with the aim to show how confidentiality requirements
can be met in real scenarios.
The contents of this chapter are based on [107, 111].
1.1 Information Sharing
Threats such as frauds and cyber attacks can have serious and measurable consequences for any organiza-
tion: lost revenue, downtime, damage to the reputation, damage to information systems, theft of proprietary
data or customer sensitive information [139, 114]. Increasingly complex threats are extremely difficult to
detect by single organizations in isolation, since their evidence is deliberately scattered across different or-
ganizations and administrative domains. This leads many political and technical contexts to strongly believe
that information sharing among groups of organizations is the correct answer to timely detect and react to
such threats with a consequent damage mitigation [62, 120]. The need for information sharing is particu-
larly important for information systems of Critical Infrastructures (CIs) such as financial, air traffic control,
power grid systems that are undergoing profound technological and usage changes. Globalization, new tech-
nological trends, increasingly powerful customers, and intensified competition have brought about a shift in
the internal organization of the infrastructure of industries, from being confined within the organizational
boundaries to a truly global ecosystem characterized by many cross domain interactions and heterogeneous
information systems and data.
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If we consider the context of cyber security for CIs, the complex proprietary infrastructures where
“no hackers knew” are now replaced by an increasing usage of both the Internet as network infrastructure
and off-the-shelf hardware and software with documented and well-known vulnerabilities. Although the
sophistication of cyber attacks has increased over time, the technical knowledge required to exploit existing
vulnerabilities is decreasing [36]. Attacking tools are often fully automated and the technology employed
in many attacks is simple to use, inexpensive and widely available. Because of the increased sophistication
of computer attack tools, a higher number of actors are capable of launching effective attacks against the IT
of CIs. From a sophistication viewpoint, today’s attacks are becoming widely distributed in space and time.
Distributed in space, as attackers are able to launch any type of virus, trojan, worm in a coordinated fashion
involving a large amount of hosts, possibly geographically dispersed and belonging to different organizations
and administrative domains. They are also distributed in time, often consisting of a preparation phase
spanning over several days or weeks, and involving multiple preparatory steps [95, 148]. In order to cope
with such distribution of the attacks, information sharing is highly recommended, perhaps even mandatory.
In the context of fraud monitoring, information sharing is also very helpful to quickly detect and react to
such threats. Nowadays, frauds can be so sophisticated and intersected with the cyber space that cooperation
among stakeholders and law enforcement agencies is required in order to have an effective, wide and timely
global picture of what is going on within the information systems of collaborating parties. From this con-
stantly changing picture, frauds can be identified in the stakeholders information systems, new intelligence
operations can be executed and repression measures can be timely identified and deployed by law enforce-
ment agencies. Needless to say, the delay in the detection of fraud activities is an important parameter for
mitigating their damages.
As remarked by some security studies [114], information sharing should be preferably carried out by
(potentially competing) organizations belonging to the same markets (e.g., financial organizations, telco
providers, power grid providers) as they typically suffer from the same vulnerabilities, cyber crimes and
frauds. In the context of financial organizations, FS/ISAC in USA [3], Presidio Internet in Italy and OLAF
in EU [2] are examples of information sharing bodies for cyber crimes and fraud detection. All of them
facilitate the sharing of information pertaining to cyber threats, vulnerabilities, incidents, frauds, and also
potential protective measures and best practices. This sharing is usually achieved by sending the information
related to the potential threat to both analysts, for reviewing and scoring, and to experts of financial services
sector. Once a vulnerability or incident is analyzed, it can be categorized as Normal, Urgent, or Crisis,
depending on the risk to the financial services sector. After the analysis, alerts are delivered to participants.
Alerts typically contain not only the details of the threat but also information about how to mitigate it.
Needless to underline, all this human-based procedures (i) take a period of time to be executed that is
usually much larger than the time required to deploy the attack and (ii) can work only on an amount of data
manageable by humans.
There is then an urgent need to enhance these bodies with suitable collaborative software platforms
that are able to timely correlate large volumes of data coming from multiple information systems, so as to
collectively show the evidence of a threat (e.g., attack, fraud, incident, vulnerability) and then categorize it
in an automatic way.
A number of research works have focused on the study of collaborative systems for detecting massive
large scale security threats [154, 158]. However, organizations can be reluctant to fully adopt such collabo-
rative approach as this may imply sharing potentially sensitive information (e.g., financial transactions, users
identities). In these competitive contexts, a controllable platform should be developed, which is capable of
meeting the necessary guarantees (e.g., reliability, availability, privacy) for data and resource management.
Contracts established among the parties should be set up which specify the guarantees to be provided. Ad-
ditionally, the platform has to be flexible enough to be easily customized for different contexts, ranging
from detection of cyber attacks to fraud monitoring. With these guarantees, it is likely that even distrusting
organizations can be motivated in making available their data for collaborative detection of massive threats.
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1.2 Related Work
The effectiveness of correlating data coming from several sources (routers) for detecting network anomalies
and failures has been suggested and evaluated in [81]. Also the usefulness of collaboration and sharing
information for telco operators with respect to discovering specific network attacks has been pointed out
in [154, 158]. In these works, it has been clearly highlighted that the main limitation of the collaborative
approach concerns the confidentiality requirements. These requirements may be specified by the organiza-
tions that share data and can make the collaboration itself hardly possible as the organizations are typically
not willing to disclose any private and sensitive information. In our platform, the SR abstraction can be
effectively used in order to build a secure and trusted Collaborative Environment for information sharing,
which can be enriched with the degree of privacy and anonymity needed by the participants.
The issue of providing a platform for enabling collaboration through resource sharing has been tackled
at a lower level within the topic of Virtual Organization in grid computing [75]. The aim of this research
front is to enable a set of organizations to share their resources in order to achieve a common goal. The fo-
cus is at operating system level [65] and the importance of interoperability is stressed in order to create the
conditions to enable collaboration. On the contrary, the SR abstraction works at a higher level and addresses
the problem of integrating distinct systems by proposing an architecture where organizations take part to an
SR by the mean of a dedicated software component (Section 1.3). Furthermore, the SR abstraction has been
tailored to cope with the problems that are likely to arise in the security field, while Virtual Organizations
are more general.
In addition, collaborative approaches addressing the specific problem of Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDSs) have been proposed in a variety of works [8, 106, 161, 146]. Differently from singleton IDSs, col-
laborative IDSs significantly improve latency and accuracy of misuse detections by sharing information
on attacks among distinct IDSs hosted by participating organizations [160]. The main principle of these
approaches is that there exist local IDSs that detect suspect activities by analyzing their own data and dis-
seminate them by using possibly peer-to-peer communications.
This approach however exhibits two main limitations: (i) it requires suspect data to be freely exchanged
among the peers; (ii) it does not fully exploit the information seen at every site; (iii) no privacy, security
and performance requirements are considered when gathering and processing the data. The first limitation
can be very strong due to the data confidentiality requirements that are to be met. The second limitation can
affect the detection accuracy as emerges from an assessment of commercial solutions such as distributed
Snort-based [6] or Bro-based [96] IDSs. These systems propose the correlation of alerts produced by pe-
ripheral sensors. Such alerts are generated using local data, only. The information that is cut away by the
peripheral computations could bring them to miss crucial details necessary for gaining the global knowledge
required to detect inter-domain malicious behaviors. Our solution addresses precisely this issue through the
usage of general-purpose processing platforms that offer great flexibility to the management of the detection
logic. For what concerns the third limitation, the SR abstraction is designed so as to be associated with a
contract where specific requirements on security, performance and privacy can be defined. The SR aims at
processing injected data with the aim of detecting suspect activities through the exploitation of all the data
made available by every participating organization.
1.3 The SR Abstraction
The SR abstraction enables the construction of private and trusted Collaborative Environments through
which organizations (e.g., financial institutions) can federate for the sake of data aggregation and near real
time data correlation. The organizations participating in an SR can exploit it in order to effectively monitor
the IT infrastructures and timely detect frauds and threats, and are referred to as the members of the SR. An
SR is defined by the following three elements:
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Figure 1.1: High level design of an SR. The core of an SR consists of a layer for carrying out the specific
logic of the SR (Complex Event Processing and Applications) and a layer in charge of propagating provid-
ed/processed data to interested parties (Data Dissemination). The SR Gateway enables an organization to
interface with an SR, and consequently with all the other organizations. Part of the processed data can be
destined for external consumption. A contract regulates all the duties related to participating in an SR.
_ objective: each SR has a specific strategic objective to meet. For instance, there can exist SRs created
for large-scale stealthy port scans detection, or SRs created for detecting web-based attacks such as
SQL injection or cross site scripting;
_ contract: each SR is regulated by a contract that defines the set of processing and data sharing services
provided by the SR along with the data protection, privacy, isolation, trust, security, dependability,
and performance requirements. The contract also contains the hardware and software requirements a
member has to provision in order to be admitted into the SR.
_ deployments: The SR abstraction is highly flexible to accommodate the use of different technologies
for the implementation of the SR logic. In particular, the SR abstraction can support different types
of system approaches to the processing and sharing; namely, a centralized approach that employs a
single processing engine, a decentralized approach where the processing load is spread over all the
SR members, or a hierarchical approach where a preprocessing is carried out by the SR members
and a selected processed information is then passed to the next layer of the hierarchy for further
computations.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the high level design of the SR. As shown in this Figure, the SR abstraction includes two
principal building blocks; namely, Complex Event Processing and Applications, and Data Dissemination.
These blocks can vary from SR to SR depending on the software technologies used to implement the SR
processing and sharing logic. In addition, SR management building blocks are to be employed in order to
manage the SR lifecycle and monitor the adherence to the SR contract by its members. SR members can
inject raw data into the SR by means of SR Gateways components deployed at the administrative boundaries
of each SR member. Raw data may include real time data, inputs from human beings, stored data (e.g.,
historical data), queries, and other types of dynamic and/or static content that are processed in order to
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Figure 1.2: The SR Gateway. The Adapter module transforms raw input data of different types into a
uniform format. Pre-processing modules filter (to discard useless data), aggregate (to decrease the amount
of data to be injected into the SR) and anonymize (to meet privacy-related requirements) input data. The
Communication module finally injects normalized events into the SR.
produce required output. Raw data are properly preprocessed by SR Gateways in order to normalize them
and satisfy confidentiality requirements as prescribed by the SR contract. Processed data can be used for
internal consumption within the SR: in this case, derived events, models, profiles, blacklists, alerts and
query results can be fed back into the SR (the dotted arrows in Figure 1.1) so that the SR members can
take advantage of the intelligence provided by the processing. The processed data are made available to the
SR members via their SR Gateways; SR members can then use these data to properly instruct their local
security protection mechanisms in order to trigger informed and timely reactions independently of the SR
management. In addition, a (possibly post-processed) subset of data can be offered for external consumption.
SRs in fact can be willing to make available for external use their output data. In this case, in addition to
the SR members, there can exist clients of the SR that cannot contribute raw data directly but can simply
consume a portion of the SR output data. SR members have full access to both the raw data provided by the
other members, and the data output by the SR. Data processing and results dissemination are carried out by
SR members based on obligations and restrictions specified in the contract.
1.3.1 The SR Gateway
An important component of the SR abstraction is represented by the SR Gateway. It is typically hosted
within the IT boundaries of the SR members and acts as an access point for the local management systems.
It is responsible for adapting the incoming raw data to the formats consumable by the SR processing engine,
and sanitizing the data according to confidentiality constraints. Both the formats and the confidentiality
requirements are specified in the SR contract, as previously described. Thus, the SR Gateway, along with
the processing and data dissemination components, can vary from SR to SR. Figure 1.2 shows the principal
modules that constitutes the SR Gateway. An adapter is used to interface the local systems management of
the SR members. The adapter is designed so as to interface possibly heterogeneous data types (e.g., data
from databases, data from networks, data included into files) and to convert the data in the format specific
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of the SR. The adapter then dispatches the normalized data to a preprocessing module of the SR Gateway
which performs the following three main functions
_ filtering, which selects only the data of interest for the SR objective to meet;
_ aggregation, which can reduce the amount of data being sent to the processing building block of the
SR;
_ anonymization, which arranges to remove any clue that could unveil the identity of the SR member
providing the data.
Data format conversion and data aggregation typically constitute the so-called data unification process, as
defined in [40].
Note that some of the preprocessing functions (and the preprocessing module itself) can be activated in
the Gateway only if required; that is, according to specific SR contract clauses. For instance, if the con-
tract states that some sensitive data must be anonymized before being injected into the SR, the anonymiza-
tion sub-module is properly enabled in the Gateway. Section 1.5.2 describes an example of SR in which
anonymization is performed by the SR Gateway.
The final output of the preprocessing (normalized events) is then sent to a communication module (or
proxy) of the Gateway which is responsible for injecting it into the SR (Figure 1.2). The communication
module can be properly configured to embody specific communication protocols when injecting the data to
the SR.
1.3.2 Enforcing Confidentiality Requirements
As explained in Section 1.1, one of the main obstacles to the adoption of Collaborative Environments is
the difficulty to meet confidentiality requirements. Such requirements consist in avoiding that sensitive
information are inferred by inspecting computation input/output or by analyzing the traffic within the SR.
Coping with these issues strictly depends on the level of trust among SR members.
In case a Trusted Third Party (TTP) is agreed upon by all the members and such TTP provides the
computational infrastructure, input data can be directly sent to the TTP, which carries out the required
elaboration and then disseminates the results to SR members. What is missing in this solution concerns
how to prevent information leakage from the output diffused to SR members. Even though addressing
this problem is very application-specific, several general techniques are described in the literature based on
controlled perturbation or partial hiding of the output of a computation (association rule hiding [126, 134],
downgrading classifier effectiveness [59, 118], query auditing and inference control [70, 89]. The side effect
of these approaches is the worsening of the accuracy of the result, which is usually dealt with by focussing
and leveraging the existing tradeoffs between the required level of privacy and the necessary accuracy of the
output; a thorough analysis of such tradeoffs is reported in some of the earlier cited works. An additional
solution is the so-called Conditional Release Privacy-preserving Data Aggregation (CR-PDA), presented
in [37], which consists in disclosing only the items of the output that satisfy specific conditions (i.e., the
item is the IP address of a malicious host). This class of scenarios characterized by the presence of a TTP
in charge of executing the computation can be suitable for the SR abstraction, since the TTP can become
an SR member and the SR Gateways can be configured so that all the other members send input data to the
TTP and then receive back the results, which are properly anonymized by the TTP itself on the basis of the
techniques just cited.
If no TTP can be employed, some additional mechanisms are required to anonymize both input data
and the identity of the member which provided some specific datum. As for the anonymization of input
data, while the fields of the single input datum that do not contribute to the final result can be filtered out
before being fed into the SR (thanks to the Filtering module of the SR Gateway), the other fields that contain
sensitive information have to be adequately modified. Several techniques exist for dealing with this issue:
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adding noise to input data (randomization method [29, 28]) and reducing the granularity of data representa-
tion so as to make any item indistinguishable from a certain number of other items (k-anonymity [133] and
l-diversity [108]). The cited papers also describe what kinds of computations can be performed on an input
perturbed in this way and analyze the tradeoff between the provided privacy level and the correctness of the
obtained results. These techniques can be integrated within the SR model by conveniently implementing the
anonymization module of the SR Gateway so that the required perturbation is applied to input data before
being injected into the SR. Techniques from the field of secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) can be
also employed, which allow for the anonymization of provided inputs by leveraging encryption and routing
mechanisms to be enforced by the participants of the computation [110, 51, 88, 37]. When there is only
the need to make anonymous the physical host that provides an event, lighter and faster techniques could be
used [92, 88]. Specific routing algorithms can be implemented directly into the Communication module of
the SR Gateway. For what concerns the anonymization of the output, the same observations and solutions
reported for the scenario with a TTP hold.
In essence, the choice of the solution to adopt strongly depends on the specific application and on the
privacy requirements. In the most general case, input data has to be filtered (Filtering module), encrypted
and/or perturbed (Anonymization module) and a proper routing on some specific layout has to be enforced
(Communication module).
1.4 Fair Information Sharing
So far, we have seen that mechanisms are available for enforcing privacy and anonymity within an SR,
and in general within Collaborative Environments, although their effective employment in real scenarios
has to be proved yet. This means that it is possible to have full control on what information get disclosed
during the sharing. Nevertheless, the information that a member shares provide added value to all the other
members, especially in today’s data-centric scenarios where businesses mainly focus on the strategic value
of data. Even if the benefits received by the collaboration exceeded the disadvantages due to the disclosure
of sensitive information, potentially to market competitors, anyway the issue of selfish behaviors arises.
Indeed, there is the possibility for opportunistic members to forge the data they share so as to avoid in
practice any leakage of sensitive information. In this way, the overall value obtained by all the members is
diminished since part of the input is not provided, but selfish members don’t incur in any loss due to the
disclosure of relevant information, so such an opportunistic strategy would result in a net gain without any
cost.
What is required in order to address such issue consists of a set of mechanisms and policies to enforce
some notion of fairness in the way members behave when sharing data in a Collaborative Environment.
Layfield et al. [101] investigated a similar problem by framing it in the context of game theory. Their model
comprises a set of participants (that match the notion of SR members) that exchange information to achieve
a common goal and at the same time to maximize their own gain according to some cost function. Each
participant doesn’t know which strategies are adopted by the others, and it is willing to adapt by modifying
its strategy to reflect the one it believes that performs best. As participants’ strategies evolve in this way
by mutually influencing each other, some strategies will become dominant while others will disappear.
Available strategies include telling always the truth, always lying, telling the truth with a certain probability
or when the estimated value of the data to be shared is over a certain threshold. An additional action in the
model is the verification of the truth of the information provided by a participant, which is executed with a
certain probability every time a new piece of data is received. Such verification has a cost (resources have
to be employed for some period of time to execute the verification process) and a level of accuracy (the
outcome of the verification could be wrong in reality), that have to be taken into account when deciding
how to react on the basis of the outcome of this verification. The response to a false shared information
can be the interruption of information exchange with the malicious participant for some period of time,
which is likely to negatively impact on the gain of liars in the Collaborative Environment as more and more
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participants discover they don’t behave honestly. In order to facilitate and speed up the isolation of liars,
trust scores are collected and disseminated among participants [87] so that the less a participant is trusted in
the Collaborative Environment, the more likely it is that the truth of the information it shares is verified, and
consequently a higher number of participants isolate it. Simulations have shown that most of the time all the
participants end up adopting a honest strategy because it turns out to be the most convenient in the long run.
Even though based on a simplified model of Collaborative Environments and providing results out of
simulations only, the work just presented suggests that reaching fairness in information sharing mainly
depends on the behavior of participants, which should be as much honest as possible in order to enable the
complete exploitation of the potential of collaboration. A reasonable way to make participants behave fairly
is to setup policies of incentives and punishments such that honesty becomes the most advantageous strategy
to adopt. A mean for verifying the truthfulness of what participants share should be a must-have feature of
the Collaborative Environment.
1.5 An SR for Fraud Monitoring
In this section we describe an SR we implemented, and we highlight the aspects related to confidentiality
issues. In the Department of the Treasury of the Ministry of Economic and Finance (MEF), the V Directorate
entitled “Financial crime prevention", and in particular the Central Office for Means of Payment Fraud
(UCAMP [17]) is responsible for monitoring counterfeit Euros and preventing fraud committed through
the use of payment means other than cash 1. Within the community system set up to protect Euro from
being counterfeited, introduced by Regulation 1338/2001, UCAMP serves as the Italian central office for the
collection and exchange of technical and statistical data regarding cases of falsifications detected throughout
the national territory. On the basis of a strategic analysis of the information received by financial institutions,
UCAMP is constantly able to evaluate the impact of the fraud phenomenon on the economic and financial
system. In carrying out its functions, UCAMP performs complex data analysis and collaborative information
sharing, acquiring data from banks and others financial institutions. The analysis aims at detecting specific
types of frauds such as counterfeit euros and payment card frauds by correlating data that can be apparently
fully uncorrelated with each other.
In order to show the high flexibility of the SR abstraction, we used it for enabling information sharing and
processing between the earlier mentioned different financial institutions. In this section, we introduce the
design and implementation of an SR we refer to as FM-SR, we built in collaboration with UCAMP (MEF) so
as to deploy an online location intelligence event-based platform for fraud monitoring. The FM-SR exploits
a Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine for collaboratively correlating fraud information coming from
banks and others financial institutions. UCAMP is responsible for the processing of the SR; however, it
needs to outsource this task to an application service provider that actually performs the correlation. The
results produced by the SR are consumed by UCAMP in order to meet its institutional functions and by
banks and other involved financial bodies for protecting themselves from fraudulent episodes (e.g., banks
can plan to open a new agency in a geographical area with a low density of frauds). A simpler solution
could have been used, consisting in a centralized database where participants share their own data and
where correlation can be performed; the choice to use a more complex architecture that includes a CEP
engine was a specific requirement set by UCAMP: in perspective, UCAMP plans to use such technology
to accommodate for many other streams with very heterogeneous properties, and for other collaborative
scenarios where an online processing can be necessary.
The FM-SR allowed us to assess: (i) the applicability of the SR abstraction to the real world in the
financial context; (ii) the ability of the platform to be easily integrated into “legacy" IT infrastructures of
financial stakeholders, without requiring any updates to existing IT solutions nor significant efforts; (iii)
the feasibility of collaboratively correlate data coming from different institutions; (iv) the possibility to
1In this section, only the following text has been agreed to be disclosed.
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instrument the SR gateway in order to anonymize sensitive data before being processed; (v) the capability
to localize and study fraud phenomena in different areas of the Italian territory.
1.5.1 Analysis and Design
In order to exploit the SR abstraction capabilities for fraud monitoring purposes, we first carried out an
assessment of the data UCAMP obtains from banks and other financial institutions, so as to evaluate which
data streams could be used to enable a collaborative correlation.
Data streams
We identified and used two types of data streams: one related to counterfeit euro notes, and another related
to frauds carried out with electronic payment means. As for the former, data come from reports of banks
that register such information as date, ABI and CAB of the bank, serial number and denomination of euros
presented as counterfeit banknote. In some cases, the identity of the person who presented the counterfeit
euros at the bank is also sent to UCAMP. As for the latter, we distinguish between different types of data:
unauthorized POSs, that are Points Of Sale managed by merchants who carry out malicious trade activities,
disregarded credit card transactions that concern all those transactions that are denied by the owner of the
credit card, and tampered ATMs.
Types of data correlation
From an assessment of the earlier discussed data, it emerged that the types of correlations we could perform
in the SR principally regarded the geographical location of the occurred frauds. Note that the information
related to disregarded credit card transactions turned out to be not relevant for our purposes, as the reported
data were related only to the city where the denied credit card transactions were carried out (and mostly
those cities were located outside the geographical boundaries of Italy).
Owing to this observation, we focused our attention on the remaining three types of data streams (i.e.,
counterfeit euros, unauthorized POSs and tampered ATMs) and we designed three different correlation
algorithms. In all the algorithms, we identified the precise address in the Italian territory where the fraud
events happened.
The address was obtained using both ABI and CAB identifiers of bank branches, and the location address
of the POS. Each address has been further translated into a point in latitude and longitude necessary for
carrying out a spatial correlation among fraud events. In doing so, we exploited geocoding services offered
by Google and Yahoo in order to build a local database (see below) we periodically interrogate during the
processing phase for executing the correlation. The correlation algorithms are summarized in the following.
GeoAggregation The underlying principle of the GeoAggregation algorithm is to divide the Italian terri-
tory in small areas of equal size, roughly of 1.1 km2 each. The areas are obtained by truncating the latitude
and longitude coordinates. For instance, given a point (41.876883, 12.474309) we truncate the digits up to
the second and obtain the South-West point of an imaginary rectangle. Within each area, we keep track of
the fraud events that are observed. To this end, we assign a weight to the events; the weight depends on the
severity and certainty that the events are actually occurred in that area. Hence, in our current implementation
of the GeoAggregation algorithm, we assign 8 as weight for tampered ATMs, 4 as weight for unauthorized
points of sale and 3 to counterfeit euros. The low value we associated with the counterfeit euros is moti-
vated by the fact that banknotes can be rapidly distributed and it is likely that the point in space in which
they appear is not the actual location where they have been produced.
DEF: based on these weights, for a given geographical area x, we define rank(x) as follows:
rank(x) = (T_AT M(x) + UAuth_POS (x) + C_Euro(x))
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The rank is used to identify the so-called “hot areas" of the Italian territory, marking them with a low,
medium or high concentration of fraud episodes.
Entropy We use the notion of entropy in order to compute how much the crimes are “different" among
themselves within each geographical area (even in this case, the areas are computed as earlier described).
With the term “different" we mean that the frauds are related to the three different types of events we focused
on, and are carried out by different people. For instance, if the same ATM is tampered twice in a row with
the same method (e.g., installing a micro-camera to register the pin code of users) it is likely that the same
people maliciously act on it.
DEF: for a given geographical area x, we define E(x) as follows:
E(x) = −
∑
j pz j log(pz j )
log(Nz)
where pz j is the frequency of each criminal event z j, and Nz is the cardinality of the set of events happened
in the area. The entropy assumes a value in the range [0, 1] so that if all the fraud events occurred within an
area are different among each other, the entropy of that area is close to 1; otherwise the entropy is close to 0.
Counterfeit Euros Finally, we carried out a deep analysis of the distribution of counterfeit euros (Sec-
tion 1.5.2 for a user-level evaluation of such a distribution). The algorithm we developed evaluates the
spreading on the Italian territory over a certain interval of time of counterfeit banknotes; for each note, it
computes its cardinality; that is, the number of different banks in which the same serial number of the ban-
knote has been reported. A high cardinality likely means that the counterfeit banknote was made in a large
quantity.
In addition, we observed that some banknotes were of the same type and their serial numbers were
similar with one another. This observation turned out to be particularly interesting for UCAMP (MEF)
people in order to study the phenomenon. Thus, we evaluated the distribution of such kinds of banknotes,
that are likely produced by the same counterfeiter, by constructing a similarity graph G(V, E). V is the set
of vertices represented by the banknotes and E : {e :< v1, v2 >∈ E| i f and only i f h(v1, v2) ≤ t}. In other
words, the similarity between banknotes is detected by computing the hamming distance h between two
serial numbers. If that distance is <= 2 (i.e., t) then we mark those banknotes as similar.
Privacy Requirements
Some of the data to be exchanged, for example the tampered ATMs, contain sensitive information that,
if not protected during the processing, can reveal the identity of banks subject to frauds. Since UCAMP
entrusts the processing to an application service provider, UCAMP required us to design a processing system
capable of preserving the anonymity of such sensitive information. In particular, the goal is to avoid simple
traceability between an event injected into the SR and the bank that generated such event.
Since all the events are received by the application service provider, the latter should be prevented from
inferring which bank produced an event by simply observing the fields of the event itself. To meet this
requirement, in our SR we used two strategies: we removed sensitive data fields that do not contribute
significantly to the correlation logic, and we modified the content of necessary data fields in such a way to
make difficult identifying the bank that originated the data, performing at the same time the correlation.
A weakness of this approach is that the application service provider could discover the bank that origi-
nated an event just by tracing the host that sent the event itself, since that host is likely to be hosted exactly
by the bank that generated the event. For this reason, another key point is preventing the application service
provider, and any other SR member in general, from linking banks to events by analyzing the traffic. This
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Figure 1.3: The online location intelligence SR for fraud monitoring
can be achieved by employing some combination of the techniques described in Section 1.3.2. How these
privacy requirements are enforced in practice in the FM-SR is described in Section 1.5.2.
1.5.2 Implementation
The FM-SR consists of a number of preprocessing elements, a CEP engine and an advanced web-based
Graphical User Interface (GUI). The preprocessing elements are the SR Gateways deployed at each SR
member site. The SR members are banks and other financial institutions that send to UCAMP data regarding
frauds.
The processing element is represented by the CEP engine managed by an application service provider to
which UCAMP outsources the data correlation task. The results of the processing are rendered to SR Mem-
bers by means of an advanced web-based interface that visualizes geolocation information. The individual
components of the FM-SR are illustrated in Figure 1.3 and described in detail below.
SR Gateway
The SR Gateway takes as input the data provided by the SR members and performs a number of operations:
it converts the data into events (the events are represented by Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs)) for the use
by the Esper engine; it reads from a MySQL database (local to each SR Gateway) the information for
the conversion of ABI and CAB of banks into addresses, and their related latitudes and longitudes. For
this purpose, we use Google and Yahoo cloud services to construct such a database (see Figure 1.3). This
information is then included into the POJOs sent by the SR Gateways.
Enforcing Privacy Requirements
Two different steps are executed in order to anonymize the data. In the first step, the data fields of the
events that can uniquely identify the originating bank are obfuscated. For instance, ABI/CAB are filtered
out and the latitude and longitude are modified by adding a small noise to both, like in the randomization
method [29, 28]. This noise allows us to maintain the event in its geographical area, avoiding at the same
time that the latitude and longitude are the same of the bank that produced the data. Note that without this
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noise, it would be possible to discover, during the processing, the identity of the financial institution that
produced the event. Nevertheless, perturbing coordinates by itself do not guarantee the anonymity of the
bank producing the information when the number of banks in a rectangular area is very low. A similar issue
has been debated in [27]. The authors proposed to distinguish and tune the anonymization requirements for
distinct items. Thus we are working to a solution that adapts the dimension of the rectangular areas so that
each area includes, at least, a predefined number of banks.
In the second step, the anonymized events are to be sent to the CEP engine. As shown in Figure 1.3,
we used Esper [11] as CEP engine, which will be described in details in Section 2.4.1. Here we want to
focus mainly on the way confidentiality requirements can be addressed in reality. Sending events directly to
the engine would leak the identity of the banks, thus violating UCAMP requirements. Therefore, we use a
communication proxy located in the SR Gateway capable of anonymizing the communication between the
banks and the CEP engine. In particular, all the SR Gateways periodically execute a secure-union [92] of
events; the secure-union is a well known primitive in multi-party computation that allows many participants
{p1, p2, ..., pn} to compute the union U : {ep1 , ep2 , ep3 , ..., epn} of their individual input (the input of p j is ep j)
in such a way that for a specific participant px it is not possible to pin-point an element epx ∈ U. The secure
union primitive has been used by many complex algorithms for Anonymous Intrusion Detection [88] and
Oblivious Assignment of m-Slots [39].
In our case, the inputs are the events generated by each SR member, and the resulting set is the set of
events that is sent to the CEP engine. We implemented this primitive using a cryptographic scheme that is
re-encryptable (such as the scheme described in [77]).
In the scheme, the SR members act on the top of a logic ring; a circulating token is sent by a SR member
leader and each SR member adds its encrypted element to the token and re-encrypts all the remaining
elements. With this scheme, the CEP engine receives periodically a set of events : {ep1 , ep2 , ep3 , ..., epn} from
the banks where each even ep j is anonymous in the sense that is not possible to know its original sender. The
only role of the leader is to start the union; it does not obtain any information respect to other parties. The
election of the leader can be fixed, or in a synchronous faulty environment, can be demanded to standard
techniques. In our implementation we used a rotating leader, with a new leader for each round; this approach
has the advantage to balance the load in the system: a process has to re-encrypt all the elements added by
the processes between it and the round leader.
Presentation Layer: Web-based Graphical User Interface
The presentation layer of the FM-SR is represented by a web-based GUI 2 developed in Javascript with the
AJAX technology. The web-based GUI calls a number of servlets that in turn interface the EJB layer in
order to obtain the alerts generated by the CEP engine (see Figure 1.3). These alerts are then visualized
on a map. For showing alerts on a map, we used such Google cloud services as the Javascript Maps APIs,
without compromising possible confidentiality requirements required by UCAMP for sensitive data since
the Google services receive only information related to the map size and locations. The web-based GUI
(Figure 1.4) consists of four principal layers; namely the Banknote, GeoAggregation, Entropy, and Ground
Monitor layers, each of them briefly described in the following.
The Banknote Layer shows the spreading of the counterfeit euros in the territory at real time (Figure 1.4
(a), in the screenshot this layer is called “banconote"). The clusters include the number of banknotes and
are colored accordingly (red for high concentration, yellow for medium and blue for low). The clusters are
dynamically modified at run time as soon as new data are processed by the CEP engine.
The GeoAggregation layer is responsible for visualizing the so called “hot areas”; that is, areas that show
a high (red color), medium (yellow color) or low (green color) concentration of fraud events (Figure 1.4 (b),
in the screenshot, this layer is called “Layer RankZone").
2In the screenshots of Figure 1.4, some parts are in Italian as the final prototype was meant to be shown to Italian law enforcement
agencies.
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Figure 1.4: Web-based Graphical User Interface: (a) Banknote Layer; (b) GeoAggregation Layer; (c) En-
tropy Layer; (d) Ground Monitor Layer
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Figure 1.5: Connection among counterfeit banknotes events
The Entropy layer allows a SR member to visualize the fraud entropy in a zone (Figure 1.4 (c), in the
screenshot, this layer is called “Layer EntZone"). Specifically, rectangles are blank if the entropy is low and
hence there are similar types of frauds in that area, grey if the entropy is medium, and white if the entropy
is close to 1; that is, if there exist many different types of frauds in that area.
The Ground Monitor Layer (see Figure 1.4 (d)) provides a sort of on demand fraud monitoring. In other
words, a SR member can select a specific geographical area of interest by drawing a rectangle on the map,
and monitor all the results of the previous layers in that rectangle, only.
Italy has unfortunately the sad primacy of being the European country with the largest production of
counterfeit euros. These banknotes are distributed not only on the Italian territory but also in all European
Union. A deep analysis of this phenomenon can then be crucial in the field of fraud monitoring and detection.
Using the FM-SR prototype we were able to evaluate the distribution in space and time of the counterfeit
banknotes. Figure 1.5 illustrates how counterfeit banknotes events are connected with each other: events
occurred on the same day are connected with dots of the same color.
In conclusion, the FM-SR allowed us to build a set of advanced tools to support intelligence operations
carried out by UCAMP. These tools can be also conveniently exploited by banks and financial institutions so
as to monitor geographical areas with a high density of frauds, and by police institutions and officers of the
“Guardia di Finanza” in order to (i) identify the geographic distribution of frauds over the Italian territory
and within specific areas of interest selected on demand by the users handling the tools, (ii) monitoring
the spreading of counterfeit banknotes and of suspicious banknotes’ serial numbers that can be potentially
produced by the same counterfeiters, and, finally, (iii) analyze the trend of the fraud phenomenon.
Chapter 2
Collaborative Port Scan Detection
In this chapter, we present a specific SR, which we refer to as ID-SR (Intrusion Detection SR), whose ob-
jective is to prevent potential intrusion attempts by detecting malicious inter-domain stealthy SYN port scan
activities. Our goal here is to show the flexibility of the SR abstraction to accommodate a variety of different
implementations and we do not concentrate on other aspects such as privacy or fairness. Thus, in this spe-
cific case, we assume that SR members trust each others and we propose three different implementations of
the ID-SR: one based on Esper [11], one implemented in Storm [18] and another one based on Agilis [31],
a platform based on the Hadoop framework [150].
Large enterprises are nowadays complex interconnected software systems spanning over several do-
mains. This new dimension makes difficult for them the task of enabling efficient security defenses. Sec-
tion 2.1 frames the content of this chapter within the works published in literature about single-source port
scan detection. In Section 2.2, the inter-domain SYN port scan is presented as a reconnaissance activity
performed by attackers to gather valuable information about possible vulnerabilities of information systems
while remaining as much hidden as possible to common Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs). This Chap-
ter proposes an architecture of an IDS which uses a processing platform (online like Esper and Storm, or
batch-oriented like Agilis) and includes software sensors deployed at different enterprise domains. Each
sensor sends events to the processing framework for correlation. In Section 2.3, we devise an algorithm for
the detection of SYN port scans named Rank-based SYN (R-SYN). It combines and adapts three detection
techniques in order to obtain a global statement about the malice of hosts behavior. The implementation
of R-SYN is presented in the three aforementioned processing platform: Esper (Section 2.4), Storm (Sec-
tion 2.5) and Agilis (Section 2.6). Several evaluations have been carried out that show how the accuracy
of the detection improves thanks to the collaboration. These evaluations also report interesting compar-
isons between the Esper-based and the Storm-based implementations, and between the Esper-based and the
Agilis-based implementations (Section 2.7).
The contents of this chapter are based on [107, 34, 31, 73, 33].
2.1 Related Work
In this chapter, we focus on attacks carried out by a single host; attacks where multiple hosts are used in
a coordinated way are addressed in [43]. A lot of works exist concerning techniques for detecting single-
source port scans. According to the survey by Bhuyan et al. [50], these detection techniques can be classified
into five distinct categories on the basis of the approaches employed for the detection
_ algorithmic approaches: network traffic is analyzed using hypothesis testing and probabilistic mod-
els [141, 102, 90];
_ threshold-based approaches: the detection is triggered when some monitored parameter goes beyond
some pre-defined threshold [79, 132, 93];
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_ soft computing approaches: methods like approximate reasoning and partial truth are used to face the
uncertainty and ambiguity usually met in real situations [48, 84, 72];
_ rule-based approaches: a knowledge base of rules is employed to discern normal traffic from mali-
cious activities [109, 125, 91];
_ visual approaches: monitored data is displayed to human operators, that are in charge of recognizing
suspicious patterns [64, 98, 119];
The R-SYN algorithm we present in this chapter combines three threshold-based techniques, and ranks
their outcomes to get a numeric result which is in turn compared against another threshold. Therefore,
the R-SYN algorithm belongs to the threshold-based category. A proper comparison of R-SYN with other
threshold-based algorithms with respect to the detection effectiveness is infeasible because of the difficulty of
obtaining the same used data sets. Anyway, the focus of this chapter is mainly on the comparison of distinct
implementations of the same algorithm, rather than on showing how the R-SYN algorithm compares with
other port scan detection algorithms.
2.2 Inter-domain stealthy SYN port scan
The goal of the attack is to identify open TCP ports of the attacked SR members. The ports that are detected
as open can be used as intrusion vectors at a later time.
The attack is carried out by initiating a series of low volume TCP connections to ranges of ports at each
of the targeted SR members. Specifically, the attack we consider is named TCP SYN (half-open) port scan
and spans different administrative domains (the different domains of the SR members). We call this attack
inter-domain SYN port scan.
It is characterized by probe connections that are never completed; that is, the three-way TCP handshake is
never accomplished. Let us consider a single scanner S , a target T and a port P to scan. S sends a SYN
packet to the endpoint T : P and waits for a response. If a SYN-ACK packet is received, S can conclude
that T : P is open and can optionally reply with an RST packet to reset the connection. In contrast, if an
RST-ACK packet is received, S can consider P as closed. If no packet is received at all and S has some
knowledge that T is reachable, then S can conclude that P is filtered. Otherwise, if S does not have any clue
on the reachability status of T , then it cannot assume anything about the state of P.
Note that not all the scans can be considered as malicious. For instance, there exist search engines that
carry out port scans in order to discover web servers to index [85]. It becomes then crucial to distinguish
accurately between actual malicious port scans and benign scans, thus minimizing so-called false posi-
tives; i.e., legitimate port scans that have been erroneously considered as malicious. In the next section, we
describe the R-SYN algorithm, which aims at improving the detection accuracy of the ID-SR. Other algo-
rithms for SYN port scan detection are possible; e.g., In [33], an algorithm based on line-fitting is presented,
together with its comparison with R-SYN.
2.3 Rank-based SYN port scan detection algorithm
The R-SYN algorithm adapts and combines in a novel fashion three different port scan detection techniques;
namely, Half open connections, Horizontal and Vertical port scans, and Entropy-based failed connections so
as to augment the chances of detecting stealthy malicious scan activities. The three techniques are described
below.
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2.3.1 Half open connections
This technique analyzes the sequence of SYN, ACK, RST packets during the three-way TCP handshake.
In the normal case, the sequence is the following: (i) SYN, (ii) SYN-ACK, (iii) ACK. In the presence of
a SYN port scan, the sequence becomes (i) SYN, (ii) SYN-ACK, (iii) RST (or nothing) and we refer to
it as an incomplete connection. For a given IP address, if the number of incomplete connections is higher
than a certain threshold THO (see below), then we can conclude that such IP address is likely carrying out
malicious port scanning activities.
DEF: for a given IP address x, let countHO(x) be the number of incomplete connections issued by x; we
define HO(x) as follows:
HO(x) =
{
1 if countHO(x) > THO
0 otherwise
2.3.2 Horizontal and vertical port scans
In a horizontal port scan, the attackers are interested in a specific port across all the IP addresses within
a certain range. In a vertical port scan, the attackers scan some or all the ports of a single destination
host [138].
In our R-SYN algorithm, we adapt the Threshold Random Walk (TRW) technique described in [85].
TRW classifies a host as malicious by observing the sequence of its requests. Looking at the pattern of
successful and failed requests of a certain source IP, it attempts to infer whether the host is behaving as a
scanner. The basic idea consists in modeling accesses to IP addresses as a random walk on one of two distinct
stochastic processes, which correspond to the access patterns of benign source hosts and malicious ones,
respectively. The detection problem then boils down to observing a specific trajectory and then inferring the
most likely classification for the source host. While the original technique considers as a failure a connection
attempt to either an unreachable host or to a closed port on a reachable host, we adapt the TRW technique
in order to distinguish between them, since the former concerns horizontal port scans whereas the latter
concerns vertical port scans. We accordingly design two modified versions of the original TRW algorithm.
Specifically, in order to detect horizontal port scans, we identify connections to both unreachable and
reachable hosts. Hosts are considered unreachable if a sender, after a time interval from the sending of a
SYN packet, does not receive neither SYN-ACK nor RST-ACK packet, or if it receives an ICMP packet
of type 3 that indicates that the host is unreachable. In contrast, hosts are reachable if a sender receives
SYN-ACK or RST-ACK packet. For each source IP address, we then count the number of connections to
unreachable and reachable hosts and apply TRW algorithm. Let TRWHS (x) be the boolean output computed
by our TRW algorithm adapted for horizontal port scans for a certain IP address x. True output indicates
that x is considered a scanner, otherwise it is considered a honest host.
DEF: for a given IP address x, we define HS (x) as follows:
HS (x) =
{
1 if TRWHS (x) == true
0 otherwise
In order to detect vertical port scans, we first identify connections to open and closed ports. We then count
such connections for each source IP address. Let TRWVS (x) be the boolean output computed by our TRW
algorithm adapted for vertical port scans for a certain IP address x.
DEF: for a given IP address x, we define VS (x) as follows:
VS (x) =
{
1 if TRWVS (x) == true
0 otherwise
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2.3.3 Entropy-based failed connections
As previously noted, not all the suspicious activities are actually performed by attackers. There exist cases
where the connections are simply failures and not deliberate malicious scans.
As in [159], we use an entropy-based approach to discriminate failures from malicious port scans. In
contrast to [159], we evaluate the entropy by considering the destination endpoint of a TCP connection; that
is, destination IP and destination port. The entropy assumes a value in the range [0, 1] so that if some source
IP issues failed connections towards the same endpoint, its entropy is close to 0; otherwise, if the source IP
attempts to connect without success to different endpoints, its entropy is close to 1. This choice originates by
the observation that a scanner does not repeatedly probe the same endpoints: if the attempt fails, a scanner
likely carries out a malicious port scan towards different targets.
Given a source IP address x, a destination IP address y and a destination port p, we define f ailures(x, y, p)




y,p f ailures(x, y, p)
In addition, we need to introduce a statistic about the ratio of failed connection attempts towards a specific
endpoint. At this regard, we define stat(x, y, p) as follows:
stat(x, y, p) = f ailures(x,y,p)N(x)
The normalized entropy can then be evaluated by applying the following formula:






All the above statistics are collected and analyzed across the entire set of the ID-SR members, thus im-
proving chances of identifying low volume activities, which would have gone undetected if the individual
participants were exclusively relying on their local protection systems (e.g., Snort Intrusion Detection sys-
tem [14]). In addition, in order to increase the probability of detection, suspicious connections are periodi-
cally calibrated through a ranking mechanism aimed at capturing distinct of the behavior of a scanner.
Our ranking mechanism sums up the three values related to half opens, horizontal port scans and vertical
port scans, and weights the result by using the entropy-based failed connections.
DEF: for a given IP address x, we define rank(x) as follows:
rank(x) = (HO(x) + HS (x) + VS (x)) · EN(x)
Such ranking is compared (≥) to a fixed threshold in order to mark an IP address as scanner. IP addresses
marked as scanners are placed in a blacklist, which is then disseminated among ID-SR members.
2.4 Esper Intrusion Detection Semantic Room
The Esper-based ID-SR consists of a number of preprocessing and processing elements hosted on a cluster
of machines provided by the SR members. Specifically, the preprocessing elements are the SR Gateways
deployed at each SR Member site, while the processing element is represented by an Esper instance.
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of the Esper-based Intrusion Detection Semantic Room
2.4.1 Esper
The processing in the ID-SR is carried out by Esper, a well known open source Complex Event Processing
(CEP) engine [11]. This engine is fully implemented in Java; it receives Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs)
that represent the events it has to analyze (input streams). The processing logic is specified in a high level
language similar to SQL named Event Processing Language (EPL). EPL queries run continuously over
input streams of POJOs; when an EPL query finds a match against its clauses in its input streams, its related
listener is invoked. A listener is a Java object that can be subscribed to a particular stream so that whenever
the query outputs a new tuple for that stream, the update() method of the listener is invoked. The listeners
can execute specific functions or simply raise an alert to be further elaborated.
2.4.2 R-SYN Algorithm in Esper
The individual components of the ID-SR are illustrated in Figure 2.1 and described in detail below.
SR Gateway
Raw data owned by ID-SR Members can potentially originate from different sources such as databases, logs,
or traffic captured from the internal networks of members. In order to be analyzed by Esper, the data are to
be normalized and transformed in POJOs. To this end, the SR Gateway has been designed and implemented
so as to incorporate an adapter component that (i) takes as input the flows of raw data (see Figure 2.1), (ii)
preprocesses them through filtering operations (i.e., only packets related to TCP three-way handshake) in
order to transform the data in the format prescribed by the SR contract, and (iii) wraps the preprocessed data
in POJOs so that they can be analyzed by Esper. We implemented TCPPojo for TCP packets and ICMPPojo
for ICMP packets. Each POJO maps every field of interest in the header of the related protocol. POJOs are
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normalized and sent to Esper through sockets. When sending the POJOs, our implementation maintains the
order of captured packets, which is crucial when evaluating sequence operators in the EPL queries.
ID-SR Processing Steps
The processing steps followed by the Esper-based ID-SR implementation can be summarized as follows.
Firstly, raw data sniffed from the network of each SR Member are collected. We have implemented the SR
Gateway component so as to collect data at real time by running the tcpdump utility and collect network
traces. Each SR Gateway normalizes the incoming raw data by producing a stream of TCPPojos of the
form 〈sourceIP, destinationIP, sourcePort, destinationPort, flagTCP, sequenceNumber, ACKNumber〉.
TCPPojos are sent to Esper through socket. The incoming TCPPojo are received by Esper (see Figure 2.1)
and passed to the Main Engine for correlation purposes.
Each detection technique is implemented by using a combination of EPL queries and listeners. The
EPL queries are in charge of recognizing any packet pattern of interest according to the detection technique.
Listeners are invoked whenever such matches occur. For instance, we use the EPL query introduced in
Listing 2.1 in order to identify incomplete connections.
Listing 2.1: EPL query for half open connections
i n s e r t i n t o h a l f o p e n _ c o n n e c t i o n
s e l e c t . . .
from p a t t e r n [
e v e r y a = s y n _ s t r e a m −−> (
( b = s y n _ a c k _ s t r e a m ( . . . ) −−> (
( t i m e r : i n t e r v a l (60 s e c ) o r <c >) and n o t <d>
) where t i m e r : w i t h i n (61 s e c ) ) ) ]
In this query, we exploit the pattern construct of Esper to detect patterns of incomplete connections. In
particular, a is the stream of SYN packets, b is the stream of SYN-ACK packets, < c > is the stream of
RST packets and < d > is the stream of ACK packets, all obtained through filtering queries. Such pattern
matches if the involved packets are within a time window of 61 seconds.
Further queries are then used and bound to listeners: they filter IP addresses that made more than THO
(in our implementation, we set it to 2) incomplete connections and update the data structure representing
the list of half open connections. Interested readers can refer to [34] for the comprehensive implementation
in EPL of the R-SYN algorithm.
IP addresses marked as scanners are placed in a blacklist (the Alert component of Figure 2.1 performs
this task); the blacklist is sent back to the SR Gateways so that the ID-SR members can take advantage of
the intelligence produced by the SR.
2.5 Storm Intrusion Detection Semantic Room
The implementation described in the previous section uses a centralized CEP engine. Although Esper is
claimed to provide impressive performance in terms of processing latency and event throughput [7], it also
exhibits the typical weaknesses of a centralized system.
A key aspect of a Collaborative Environment like the SR is the ability to change the membership as the
need arises. In case new members join an SR, the SR should reconfigure available resources to adapt to
the new situation, in particular it should be able to sustain the event streams provided by new participants
without any sensible degradation of the performance. This requires the employment of a processing platform
that can scale in/out to arrange the computational power required to process the data volume generated by
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SR members. Once the members altogether produce a traffic higher than a certain threshold, a centralized
CEP engine becomes a bottleneck, worsening the overall performance.
Another well known issue of centralized architectures is their difficulty to supplying fault tolerance.
In the specific case of Esper, there is an (non open source) extension called EsperHA [1] (Esper High
Availability) which employs checkpointing and hot backup replicas to face possible failures. The required
queries and the state of the computation are stored in some stable storage and recovered by replicas as
required. Storing such information can have a detrimental effect on the performance, which makes Esper
efficiency even worse.
A viable solution for these two problems is the usage of a distributed processing platform able to seam-
lessly scale to adapt to input load and efficiently provide robust mechanisms to meet fault tolerance re-
quirements. In this section, we present a software called Storm [18] which provides the building blocks for
carrying out a computation in a distributed fashion. We create an SR for intrusion detection that uses Storm
to implement the R-SYN algorithm.
2.5.1 Storm
Storm is an open source distributed realtime computation system. It provides an abstraction for implement-
ing event-based elaborations over a cluster of physical nodes. The elaborations consist in queries that are
continuously evaluated on the events that are supplied as input. A computation in Storm is represented by
a Topology, which is a graph where nodes are operators that encapsulate processing logic and edges model
data flows among operators. In the Storm’s jargon, such a node is called Component. The unit of informa-
tion that is exchanged among Components is referred to as a tuple, which is a named list of values. There
are two types of Components: (i) spouts, which model event sources and usually wrap the actual generators
of input events so as to provide a common mechanism to feed data into a Topology, and (ii) bolts, which
encapsulate the specific processing logic of operators such as filtering, transforming and correlating tuples.
The communication patterns among Components are represented by streams, which are unbounded se-
quences of tuples emitted by spouts or bolts and consumed by bolts. Each bolt can subscribe to many
distinct streams in order to receive and consume their tuples. Both bolts and spouts can emit tuples on
different streams as needed. Spouts cannot subscribe to any stream, since they are only meant to produce
tuples. Users can implement the queries to be computed by leveraging the Topology abstraction. They put
into the spouts the logic to wrap external event sources, then compile the computation in a network of inter-
connected bolts which take care of properly handling the output of the computation. Such a computation is
then submitted to Storm, which is in charge of deploying and running it on a cluster of machines. Figure 2.2
shows an example of Topology with spouts generating streams of tuples towards bolts which elaborate them,
exchange other tuples among them and use an external storage to save the output.
An important feature of Storm consists in its capability to scale out a Topology to meet the requirements
on the load to sustain and on fault tolerance. There can be several instances of a Component, called Tasks.
The number of Tasks for a certain Component is fixed by the user when it configures the Topology. If two
Components communicate through one or more streams, also their Tasks do. The routing logic among the
Tasks of these two communicating Components is driven by the grouping chosen by the user. Let A be a
bolt that emits tuples on a stream consumed by another bolt B. When a Task of A emits a new tuple, the
destination Task of B is determined on the basis of a specific grouping strategy. Storm provides several
kinds of groupings
_ shuffle grouping: the target Task is chosen randomly, ensuring that each Task of the destination bolt
receives an equal number of tuples;
_ fields grouping: the target Task is decided on the basis of the content of the tuple to emit; for example,
if the target bolt is a stateful operator analyzing events about customers, the grouping can be based on
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Figure 2.2: A Storm Topology where spouts produce input tuples and bolts carry out the computation, finally
saving the output in a storage.
a customer-id field of the emitted tuple so that all the events about a specific customer are always sent
to the same Task, which is consequently enabled to properly handle the state of such customer;
_ all grouping: each tuple is sent to all the Tasks of the target bolt; this grouping can be useful for
implementing fault tolerance mechanisms;
_ global grouping: all the tuples are sent to a designated Task of the target bolt;
_ direct grouping: the source Task is in charge of deciding the target Task; this grouping is different from
fields grouping because in the latter such decision is transparently made by Storm on the basis of a
specific set of fields of the tuple, while in the former such decision is completely up to the developer.
Worker Nodes and Workers
From an architectural point of view, a Storm cluster consists of a set of machines called Worker Nodes. Once
deployed, a Topology consists of a set of threads running inside a set of Java processes that are distributed
over the Worker Nodes.
A Java process running the threads of a Topology is called a Worker (not to be confused with a Worker
Node: a Worker is a Java process, a Worker Node is a machine of the Storm cluster). Each Worker running
on a Worker Node is launched and monitored by a Supervisor executing on such Worker Node. Monitoring
is needed to handle failures of Workers.
Each Worker Node is configured with a limited number of slots, which is the maximum number of
Workers in execution on that Worker Node. A thread of a Topology is called Executor. All the Executors
executed by a Worker belong to the same Topology. All the Executors of a Topology are run by a specific
number of Workers, fixed by the developer of the Topology itself. An Executor carries out the logic of a
set of Tasks of the same Component, while Tasks of distinct Components live inside distinct Executors.
Also the number of Executors for each Component is decided when the Topology is developed, with the
constraint that the number of Executors has to be lower than or equal to the number of Tasks, otherwise
there would be Executors without Tasks to execute.
Requiring two distinct levels, one for Tasks and one for Executors, is dictated by a requirement on
dynamic rebalancing that consists in giving the possibility at runtime to scale out a Topology on a larger
number of processes (Workers) and threads (Executors). Changing at runtime the number of Tasks for a
given Component would complicate the reconfiguration of the communication patterns among Tasks, in
particular in the case of fields grouping where each Task should repartition its input stream, and possibly its
state, accordingly to the new configuration. Introducing the level of Executors allows to keep the number
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Figure 2.3: Computation graph (Storm Topology) of the R-SYN algorithm
of Tasks fixed. The limitation of this design choice consists in the Topology developer to overestimate the
number of Tasks in order to account for possible future rebalances.
At the time of this writing, the unique way to overcome this limitation is to kill the Topology, apply
the required changes and redeploy it. Obviously, this represents a big issue in scenarios where input events
are generated continuously, indeed a number a number of additional problems arise, like how and where
to buffer input events during the redeployment, and how to manage the state of stateful Components. The
same problems hold when coping with faults. Indeed, in case of failure, affected Tasks have to be moved in a
different physical machine, so their state has to be kept somewhat and their input events have to be buffered
somewhere. Even though works exist in the literature that address these aspects [55], the mechanisms they
propose have not been implemented yet in available processing platforms, and in particular in Storm. In
this thesis we don’t focus on this aspect, and to keep things simple we always consider topologies where
the number of Tasks for any Component is equal to the number of Executors, that is each Executor includes
exactly one Task.
Nimbus
Nimbus is a single Java process in charge of accepting a new Topology, deploying it over Worker Nodes and
monitoring its execution over time in order to properly handle any failure. Thus, Nimbus plays the role of
master with respect to Supervisors of Workers by receiving from them the notifications of Workers failures.
Nimbus can run on any of the Worker Nodes, or on a distinct machine.
The coordination between Nimbus and the Supervisors is carried out through a ZooKeeper cluster [86].
The states of Nimbus and Supervisors are stored into ZooKeeper, thus they can be restarted without any data
loss in case of failure.
The software component of Nimbus in charge of deciding how to deploy a Topology is called scheduler.
On the basis of the Topology configuration, the scheduler has to perform the deployment in two consecutive
phases: (i) assign Executors to Workers, (ii) assign Workers to slots.
2.5.2 R-SYN Algorithm in Storm
The first step towards the implementation of an algorithm in Storm is the definition of the related Topology;
that is, the computation graph which characterizes the algorithm itself. Figure 2.3 shows such a computation
graph for the R-SYN algorithm.
The Pattern Recognition Component is the unique spout of the Topology. It reads TCP/ICMP packets
from the network to be monitored and performs pattern recognition tasks for producing its output streams.
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Figure 2.4: Possible deployment of the R-SYN Topology in a six-machine cluster
The Component is replicated: each SR member has a Pattern Recognition Task and can provide its own
input data to the SR. Its implementation is done by embedding in each Task an Esper instance which is in
charge of recognizing the patterns of interest. Since all the bolts are stateful, all the stream groupings are
setup as field grouping.
The Half Open bolt receives events representing the occurrences of half open connections made by some
host x (half-open(x)), and maintains a state for tracking how many half open attempts have been issued by
any source host. In case a predefined threshold is exceeded for a certain host x, then an event HO(x) is sent
to the Ranking bolt.
The Vertical Scan (Horizontal Scan) bolt receives events modeling connection attempts to open/closed
ports (reachable/unreachable hosts) and outputs a VS (x) (HS (x)) event when for a certain host x a fixed
threshold has been exceeded, meaning that a vertical (horizontal) scan has been detected. It has to maintain
a state about how many events have been received for each source host.
The Entropy bolt gets f ailure(x, y, p) events as input. Each of these events means that a host x has issued
a failed connection attempt (closed port or unreachable host) towards the port p of the destination host y.
Upon the reception of such an event, it updates the entropy value for the host x according to the formulas
presented in Section 2.3. It then sends to the Ranking bolt an event EN(x) containing a new value.
The Ranking bolt is in charge of collecting all the events sent by the other bolts, computing the ranking
for each suspicious host and triggering a scanner(x) event if the ranking is over a predefined threshold.
As for the deployment, we configured Storm so as to consider one thread for each Task of each Compo-
nent. A possible deployment of the R-SYN Topology in a cluster with six machines is shown in Figure 2.4.
The Topology has been configured to replicate both the Pattern Recognition and Entropy Components in
each available machine; the other bolts are not replicated at all. In this case, the replication is aimed at
providing load balancing.
2.6 Agilis Intrusion Detection Semantic Room
So far, we have seen computations executed continuously on flowing input streams by employing either
centralized (Esper) or distributed (Storm) approaches. An alternative approach consists in running the com-
putation periodically rather than continually. Regularly over time, the elaboration can be executed on a
batch of data, which at least includes all the input data gathered since the last execution. Whereas this
batch-oriented approach leads to greater delays for the availability of the results, which negatively impacts
on the timeliness of the computations, yet it brings some benefits to take into account when deciding what
approach to embrace for a specific scenario.
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Running the computation at regular intervals gives the opportunity to perform required reconfiguration
operations that would be complicated to carry out in case the computation were continuously running. For
example, operations like reallocating at runtime Storm Tasks so as to optimize performance (see Chapter 3),
or scaling out Storm Components to adapt to traffic evolution over time in order to avoid bottlenecks, or
simply moving a Storm Task to another physical machine because of a failure, they all require the computa-
tion (or part of it) to be put in stand-by, events to be buffered in upstream Components and possibly a proper
management of any stateful Component. All these operations are a must for enabling the employment of
Storm in practice, indeed dynamic optimizations, facing changes in traffic patterns and especially coping
with hardware failures have become common daily routines within today’s data centers. If a batch approach
is adopted, each computation can be optimized before being started by taking into account any opportunity
to improve performance, by replicating parts of the computation that receive heavier loads, and by avoiding
to use resources that have already been detected as failed.
This section presents Agilis, a batch-oriented distributed processing platform based on Hadoop [150].
One of the main feature of Agilis is the employment of a RAM-based storage rather than the Hadoop
default disk-based storage (HDFS [137]), with the aim to speed up data accesses and mitigate the intrinsic
performance penalty due to the embracement of a batch approach. Another key aspect concerns the locality
awareness inherited by Hadoop which allows to move the computation where input data is stored rather than
the opposite. This has a beneficial impact on the performance since the transfer of huge volumes of data is
very time demanding. Furthermore, in Collaborative Environments where data have to be exchanged among
distinct organizations through the Internet, reducing data transfers allows to save network bandwidth, which
is a limited, and consequently very valuable, resource. Before introducing Agilis, a brief description of
Hadoop is provided in order to give all the required basis to fully understand the characteristics of Agilis.
Then, the implementation of a slightly different version of the R-SYN algorithm in Agilis is presented.
2.6.1 Hadoop and the MapReduce paradigm
Apache Hadoop [150] is a Java-based open source framework which allows the distributed processing of
large data sets across clusters of computers. It is based on the MapReduce programming model [68], which
lets a user define the desired computation in terms of map and reduce functions. The underlying runtime
system automatically parallelizes the computation across large-scale clusters of machines, handles machine
failures, and schedules inter-machine communication to make efficient use of the network and disks.
A Hadoop computation is called job and its work is decomposed in map tasks and reduce tasks. Input
data is fed to a variable set of map tasks that perform part of the overall elaboration and produce an halfway
output. Such halfway output is then computed by a fixed number (cluster-wise configuration parameter) of
reduce tasks for the provision of the final output. A Hadoop deployment consists of (i) a single JobTracker
in charge of creating and scheduling tasks and monitoring job progress and (ii) a set of TaskTrackers which
execute the tasks allocated by the JobTracker and report to it several status information.
One of the key characteristics of Hadoop is its ability to allocate map tasks where input data are placed,
so as to minimize data transfers and decrease the overall job latency. Such locality awareness fits very well
with the need of timely and smartly reconfiguring the allocation of maps to resources since a proper task
placement is enforced before starting each job.
2.6.2 Agilis
Agilis is a distributed platform for sharing and correlating event data generated at real time by multiple
sources which may be geographically distributed. To simplify programming, the processing logic is spec-
ified in a high-level language, called Jaql [10], and expressed as a collection of Jaql queries. Each query
consists of SQL-like constructs combined into flows using the “->” operator (a few examples of Jaql queries
can be found in Section 2.6.3).
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Figure 2.5: The architecture of Agilis
The queries are processed by the Jaql front-end, which breaks them into a series of MapReduce jobs to
be executed on the Hadoop infrastructure (see Figure 2.5). The MapReduce framework naturally lends itself
to supporting collaborative processing thanks to the mutual independence of map tasks, which as a result
can be placed close to the respective sources input data (see Section 2.6.2).
Each MapReduce job submitted by the Jaql front-end implements a portion of the original query. The
data is communicated through the platform-independent JSON [5] format, which streamlines the integration
of data stored in a variety of formats. In the context of collaborative processing, this feature is useful for
combining data of different nature into a single cohesive flow. For example, in addition to a real time
data, which can be supplied through a RAM-based data store or a message queue, some of the participants
may choose to also provide long-lived historical data that can be loaded from a stable storage, such as a
distributed file system (e.g., Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [137]) or a database.
Collaboration and Scalability
Agilis is deployed on a collection of physical (or virtual) machines, henceforth referred to as Agilis Nodes,
spread over a number of (possibly widely) distributed Agilis Sites. Each Agilis Site corresponds to a single
organization participating in the Collaborative Environment, and is responsible for hosting at least one Agilis
Node. The specific components being within the boundaries of each Agilis Site are the Agilis Gateway (see
Section 2.6.2), the Data Storage, and the Hadoop TaskTracker. The TaskTracker instance hosted at each
Agilis Node is in charge of managing the lifecycle of locally executed map and reduce tasks as well as
monitoring their progress. The TaskTracker instances are coordinated by a single instance of the JobTracker
component, which is deployed at one of the Agilis Node. The JobTracker is also responsible for handling
the incoming MapReduce jobs submitted by the Jaql front-end.
To reduce the latency and overheads associated with the disk I/O, Agilis implements support for a RAM-
based data store, which can be used for feeding the real time input data as well as storing the intermediate
and output data generated by MapReduce. We chose the Java-based IBM WebSphere eXtreme Scale (WXS)
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system [9] as the implementation of the RAM-based store due to its scalability, robustness, and interoper-
ability with the other components of our design. WXS exposes an abstraction of a map (meant as a data
structure, not a MapReduce task) consisting of relational data records. For scalability, a WXS map can be
split into a number of partitions, each of which is assigned to a distinct WXS container. The information
about the available WXS containers, as well as the mapping of the hosted maps to the live containers, is
maintained internally by the WXS Catalog service, which is replicated for high availability.
In Agilis, the entire input data is treated as a single logical WXS map, which is partitioned so that
each Agilis Node hosted within a particular Agilis Site is responsible for storing a portion of the event data
produced locally at that site. Subsequently, each partition is mapped to a single Hadoop input split (which
is the minimum unit of data that can be assigned to a single map task), and processed by an instance of
map task scheduled by the JobTracker through one of the local TaskTrackers. To ensure collocation of input
splits with their assigned map tasks, Agilis provides a custom implementation of the Hadoop InputFormat
API, which is packaged along with every MapReduce job submitted to the JobTracker by the Jaql front-
end (see Figure 2.5). In particular, the information about the physical locations of the input splits is coded
into the InputFormat getSplits() implementation, which queries the WXS Catalogue to extract the endpoints
(IP address and port) of the WXS containers hosting the corresponding WXS partitions. In addition, the
implementation of createRecordReader() is used to create an instance of RecordReader, which codes the
logic to convert the input data to a form that can be consumed by an instance of map task.
To further improve the locality of processing, we utilize the embedded WXS SQL engine to execute
simple queries directly on the data stored within the container. Specifically, our implementation of Recor-
dReader recognizes the SQL select, project, and aggregate constructs (all of which are understood by the
embedded SQL engine) by interacting with the Jaql interpreter wrapper, and delegates their execution to the
SQL engine embedded into the WXS container.
As we demonstrate in Section 2.6.3, the above locality optimizations are effective to substantially reduce
the amount of intermediate data reaching the reduce stage, thus contributing to system scalability.
Data Preprocessing
The Agilis Gateway is a component that feeds WXS partitions and is deployed within the boundaries of
the organization participating in the Collaborative Environment. Raw data are given as input to the Agilis
Gateway which preprocesses the data (e.g., data could be aggregated and filtered) before storing them in
WXS containers. The Agilis Gateway can also include the logic to anonymize and sanitize the data before
injecting them into Agilis. To reduce data transfer overheads, the WXS containers and the Agilis Gateway
are typically hosted by the same Agilis Node.
Overview of Agilis Operation
The execution of Jaql queries is mediated through a scheduler collocated with the JobTracker. In the current
implementation, the scheduler accepts the MapReduce jobs (along with some configuration parameters)
associated with each submitted query, and resubmits them to JobTracker for periodic execution, according
to a configured cycle.
The preprocessed data are fed into Agilis by the Gateway and stored in the WXS containers located on
the local Agilis Node. The data stored in the WXS containers are processed by the locally spawned map
tasks as explained above. The intermediate results are then stored in temporary buffers in RAM created
through WXS, from where they are picked up by the reduce tasks for global correlation. The final results
are then stored in either WXS or HDFS (as prescribed by the configuration data submitted with each Jaql
query).
One limitation of the above approach is that each repeated submission of the same collection of MapRe-
duce jobs incurs the overheads of processing initialization and re-spawning of map and reduce tasks, which
negatively affects the overall completion time (see Section 2.7.3). Another deficiency stems from the lack
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Figure 2.6: The Finite State Machine of Agilis Gateway
of dynamic adjustment to incoming data rates, with the risk that the processing can be initiated on an in-
complete input window, or cause it to overflow.
2.6.3 R-SYN Algorithm in Agilis
We have implemented a slightly different version of the R-SYN algorithm in Agilis. The principal pro-
cessing steps are described below, and are implemented by two principal components; namely an Agilis
Gateway, responsible for performing preprocessing activities, and the Agilis middleware that carries out the
correlation analysis on the data provided by the Gateways.
Preprocessing: Agilis Gateway
The Gateway component is deployed locally at each Agilis Site and is responsible for: (i) sniffing TCP
packets flowing through the monitored network of an organization; (ii) recognizing incomplete and failed
connections; (iii) maintaining the pairs (IP address, TCP port) probed by suspected source IP addresses; (iv)
storing all the produced detection information into the collocated Data Storage.
Specifically, raw data captured from organization network are properly filtered in order to use only
the TCP three-way handshake packets. Then, once a SYN packet is recognized, an instance of a Finite
State Machine (FSM) is allocated by the Gateway and updated when other packets concerning the same
TCP connection are captured. The Gateway uses the FSM in order to detect correct, incomplete and failed
connections.
Incomplete and Failed Connections The FSM models the patterns of packets related to the three-way
handshake phase of the TCP protocol as they are seen from the point of view of a source host S which begins
a connection to a destination host D (see Figure 2.6). The transitions in the FSM represent the sending of
a packet (e.g., S YN sent by S ), the receipt of a packet (e.g., the transition marked as [S YN + ACK] in
Figure 2.6 received by S ; we use square brackets to indicate this kind of packets) and the expiration of a
timeout (e.g,: the edge marked as timeout).
Due to the presence of the two timeout transitions shown in Figure 2.6, it is certain that the FSM reaches its
final state eventually, thus classifying the connection as either correct (i.e., OK in Figure 2.6), incomplete or
failed; the FSM instance can then be deleted.
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Visited (IP address, TCP Port) The Gateway maintains all the pairs (IP address, TCP port) probed by
suspected source IP addresses. Once an incomplete or failed connection is identified, the Gateway considers
it only if its destination (IP address, TCP port) has not been visited yet by its source IP. The final output of the
Gateway is a set of suspected IP addresses, each one associated with the number of incomplete connections
and the number of failed connections. Such a set is continuously updated and stored in the WXS partition
local to the Agilis Site hosting the Gateway.
Agilis query execution
The processing specified by the Jaql query consists in grouping the outputs of all available Gateways by IP
address. The sets of suspected IP addresses stored in different WXS partitions are then merged so that a
single set of suspected IP addresses is produced, containing the information on the number of incomplete
and failed connections issued by each of these sources over the networks of Agilis Sites.
Ranking The pair [(incomplete connections count), (failed connections count)] is the mark produced by
the R-SYN implementation in Agilis for each suspected IP address. Such mark is compared to a fixed pair
of thresholds, one for incomplete connections and the other for failed connections. If at least one of these
thresholds is exceeded, the IP address is considered a scanner. The final output of Agilis (i.e., the set of
scanner IP addresses detected by the system), is stored into the WXS partitions for the use by the Agilis
















The objects representing IP addresses suspected by any Agilis Site are first read from the S uspectedIP
WXS map (i.e., the read statement) and grouped by IP address, summing up their counters related to in-
complete and failed connections (i.e., the group by and sum statements). The resulting merged set is then
filtered using two fixed thresholds (i.e., the f ilter statement), projected to the ip field (i.e., the trans f orm
statement) and stored into the S cannerIP WXS map (i.e., the write statement).
2.7 Experimental Evaluation
We carried out many experiments for assessing the effectiveness and the performance of the distinct imple-
mentations of the R-SYN algorithm. We first describe our testbed and the traces we used, then we present
our results on accuracy and latency of scanner detection for an Esper-based implementation. Then, we
provide our results on the comparison between the Esper-based and the Storm-based implementations, and
between the Esper-based and the Agilis-based.
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Testbed For our evaluation, we used a testbed consisting of a cluster of ten Linux-based Virtual Machines
(VMs), each of which equipped with 2 GB of RAM and 40 GB of disk space. The ten VMs were hosted in
a cluster of four quad core 2.8 Ghz dual processor physical machines equipped with 24 GB of RAM. The
physical machines are connected through an Ethernet LAN of 10 Gbit.
Traces We used five intrusion traces. All traces include real traffic of networks that have been moni-
tored. The traces are obtained from the ITOC research web site [12], the LBNL/ICSI Enterprise Tracing
Project [13] and the MIT DARPA Intrusion detection project [4]. The content of the traces is described in
Table 2.1. In each trace, the first TCP packet of a scanner always corresponded to the first TCP packet of a
real port scan activity.
trace1 trace2 trace3 trace4 trace5
size (MB) 3 5 85 156 287
source IPs 10 15 36 39 23
connections 1429 487 9749 413962 1126949
scanners 7 8 7 10 8
TCP packets 18108 849816 394496 1128729 3462827
3w-h packets 5060 13484 136086 883500 3393087
length (sec.) 5302 601 11760 81577 600
3w-h packet rate (p/s) 0.95 22.44 11.57 10.83 5655
Table 2.1: Content of the traces
2.7.1 R-SYN in Esper
We have carried out an experimental evaluation of the Esper-based R-SYN to assess two metrics; namely the
detection accuracy in recognizing inter-domain stealthy SYN port scans and the detection latency. We used
a VM to host the Esper CEP engine, and each of the remaining nine VMs represented the resources made
available by nine simulated SR members participating in the SR. We emulated a large-scale deployment so
that all the VMs were connected with each other through an open source WAN emulator we have used for
such a purpose. The emulator is called WANem [19] and allowed us to set specific physical link bandwidths
in the communications among the VMs.
Detection Accuracy In order to assess the accuracy of R-SYN, we partitioned the traces in order to simu-
late the presence of nine SR members participating in the SR. The partitioning was based on the destination
IP addresses in order to simulate that distinct SR members can only sniff TCP packets routed to diverse
addresses. The resulting sub-traces were injected to the available Gateways of each member in order to ob-
serve what the algorithm was able to detect. To this end, we ran a number of tests considering four accuracy
metrics (following the assessment described in [162])
(i) True Positive (T P): the number of suspicious hosts that are detected as scanners and are true scanners;
(ii) False Positive (FP): the number of honest source IP addresses considered as scanners;
(iii) True Negative (T N): the number of honest hosts that are not indeed detected as scanners;
(iv) False Negative (FN): the number of hosts that are real scanners that the systems do not detect.
With these values we computed the Detection Rate (DR) and the False Positive Rate (FPR) as follows:
DR = T PT P+FN , and FPR =
FP
FP+T N .
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Figure 2.7: Port scan detection rate vs number of SR members for R-SYN algorithm. Each member con-
tributes to the processing with a number of network packets that is on average 19 of the size of the trace.
With all the traces, with the exception of trace 4, we observed that the algorithm didn’t introduce errors
in the detection; that is, the FPR was always 0% in our tests. With trace 4, R-SYN exhibited an FPR equal
to 3.4%; that is, R-SYN introduced one False Positive scanner.
Figure 2.7 shows the obtained results for the DR. It emerges that the collaboration can be beneficial for
sharpening the detection of port scanners. Augmenting the number of SR members (i.e., augmenting the
volume of data to be correlated) leads to an increase of the detection rate as computed above.
Detection Latency In the port scan attack scenario, the detection latency should be computed as the time
elapsed between when the first TCP packet of the port scan activity is sent by a certain IP address, and when
the SR marks that IP address as scanner (i.e., when it includes such address in the blacklist). It is worth
noting that we cannot know precisely which TCP packet should be considered the first of a port scan, since
that depends on the true aims of who sends such packet. As already said, in our traces the first TCP packet
of a scanner always corresponds to the first TCP packet of a real port scan activity, so we can compute the
detection latency for a certain IP address x as the time elapsed between the sending of the first TCP packet
by x and the detection of x as scanner.
In doing so, we need the timestamps of the packets. For such a purpose we developed a simple Java
application named TimerDumping which (i) takes a trace as input; (ii) sends the packets contained in the
trace (according to the original packet rate) to the Gateway by using a simple pipe; (iii) maintains the
timestamp of the first packet sent by each source IP address in the trace.
We deployed an instance of TimerDumping on each VM hosting a Gateway component. Each Timer-
Dumping produces a list of pairs < ip_address, ts >, where ts is the timestamp of the first TCP packet sent
by ip_address. The timestamps are then used as beginning events for detection latency computation. Since
there are more TimerDumping instances, pairs with the same IP address but different timestamps may exist.
In those cases, we consider the oldest timestamp.
Timestamps are generated by using local clocks of the hosts in the cluster. In order to ensure an acceptable
degree of synchronization, we configured all the clustered machines to use the same NTP server which has
been installed in a host placed in the same LAN. The offset between local clocks is within 10 milliseconds,























Figure 2.8: R-SYN detection latencies for different link bandwidths, in the presence of three, six, and nine
SR members.
which is accurate for our tests as latency measures are in the order of seconds.
For detection latency tests we used trace 5 and changed the physical link bandwidths to Esper in order
to show how detection latency is affected by available bandwidth. Links bandwidth is controlled by the
WANem emulator. We varied the bandwidth with values ranging from 1 Mbit/s to 6.5 Mbit/s. Figure 2.8
shows the average detection latency (in seconds) we obtained in different runs of the algorithm.
For reasonable link bandwidths of large-scale deployments (between 3 Mbit/s and 6.5 Mbit/s), the R-
SYN algorithm shows acceptable detection latencies for the inter-domain port scan application (latencies
vary between 0.6 to 35 seconds). In addition, results show that when the collaborative system is formed by
a higher number of SR members (e.g., nine), detection latencies are better than those obtained with smaller
SRs. This is principally caused by the larger amount of data available when the number of SR members
increases: more data allow to detect the scanners more quickly. In contrast, when three or six SR members
are present, we need to wait more in order to achieve the final result of the computation. These results also
indicate that available bandwidth can become a bottleneck as SR members increase in number or in the rate
of provided events.
2.7.2 R-SYN in Esper vs R-SYN in Storm
We carried out some experiments to compare the performance of R-SYN implemented in Esper against those
obtained from its implementation in Storm. We setup two SRs with six members each (and six machines,
one for each member): one SR with Esper as processing engine and the other SR with Storm.
Detection Latency We first evaluated the detection latency using trace 2 (see Table 2.1); the results we
collected show that Storm exhibits on average lower latencies compared to Esper (see Figure 2.9). Although
the processing of a single event in Storm includes message passings between distinct physical machines due
to its distributed setting, part of the computation can be performed in parallel, in particular the processing
of the bolts Half Open, Vertical Scan, Horizontal Scan and Entropy. This explains why we can observe
detection latencies lower than those provided by Esper.
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Figure 2.9: Detection latency comparison between Esper and Storm implementations of R-SYN algorithm
Figure 2.10: Throughput comparison between Esper and Storm implementations of R-SYN algorithm
Event Throughput We then evaluated the throughput of the two engines with respect to the input event
rate generated by the sources. By varying the rate of the packets that are sniffed by the edge components (i.e.,
the SR gateways in the Esper-based SR and the spouts in the Storm-based SR), we measured the number
of events per second processed by the engine. For the Storm-based SR, we chose the Entropy bolt for
our measurements since it is the most computationally demanding Component, and the overall throughput
cannot be higher than that provided by it. For the Esper-based SR, we counted the number of updates per
second performed by the listener in charge of computing the entropy.
In order to analyze the scaling capabilities of Storm, we setup distinct configurations of the Topology,
changing the number of replicas for the Entropy bolt. Figure 2.10 shows the results we obtained. We also
included the throughput of the spouts to put an upper bound to the throughput achievable by the two engines.
Comparing Esper with the configuration of Storm with a single replica of the Entropy bolt, it emerges that
both engines are not able to sustain the input load as this increases, and the exhibited throughputs are almost
equal. The configuration with three replicas can sustain higher input loads; however, it fails when the global
input packet rate reaches 30 K packet/s. With six bolts, which means one Entropy bolt for each spout, Storm
is able to sustain the load generated by the spouts.
These results highlight the ability of Storm to scale out on demand just by increasing the number of
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Figure 2.11: Port scan detection rate in a Collaborative Environment with 6 organizations. We use the trace 3
and 4, respectively. Bars show the number of packets required to achieve 100% detection rate.
replicas of bottleneck bolts, and by also providing the required physical resources where replicas can be
deployed.
2.7.3 R-SYN in Esper vs R-SYN in Agilis
We have carried out an experimental evaluation of the Agilis-based R-SYN implementation and compared
with the Esper-based one. This evaluation aims at assessing the detection accuracy in recognizing stealthy
port scans, and the detection latency on varying available physical bandwidth among SR members.
The layout of the components on the cluster in case of Esper consisted of one VM dedicated to host the
Esper CEP engine. The other six VMs represented the resources made available by six simulated organiza-
tions participating in the Collaborative Environment. Each resource hosted the Gateway component.
In contrast, the layout of the Agilis components on the cluster consisted of one VM dedicated to host
all of the Agilis management components: JobTracker and WXS Catalog Server. The other six VMs repre-
sented a single Agilis Site and hosted one TaskTracker, one WXS container and one Agilis Gateway.
In order to emulate a large-scale deployment, all the VMs were connected through WANem.
Detection Accuracy
We used two intrusion traces in order to test the effectiveness of our prototypes in detecting malicious port
scan activities, in the specific we used trace 3 and 4 (see Table 2.1). In order to assess the accuracy of the
two implementations, we partitioned the traces simulating the presence of six organizations participating to
the collaborative processing systems. We observed that none of the two systems introduced errors in the
detection of port scanners. In other words, the False Positive Rate was always 0% in our tests. Results are
shown in Figure 2.11.
The collaboration can be beneficial for sharpening the detection of port scanners. In both systems, aug-
menting the volume of data to be analyzed (i.e., augmenting the number of participants in the collaborative
processing system) leads to an increase of the detection rate as computed above. However, the behavior of
the two systems is different: in general, Esper achieves a higher detection rate with a smaller amount of data
compared to Agilis. This is mainly caused by the two different approaches employed by the systems.
Detection Latency
In the current Agilis implementation, the Jaql queries cannot be made persistent yet; that is, when another
computation has to be launched, an additional submission of the same collection of MapReduce jobs is
required. This issue notably impacts on detection latency evaluation (see results below). To this end, we are
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Figure 2.12: Scanner detection latency. It considers the ratio between the aggregate data rate coming from all
organizations (3.828 Mbit/s) and the link bandwidth available at each organization site for the collaborative
system. Collaboration is carried out by six organizations.
planning to extend Agilis in order to allow it to compile Jaql queries once and then keep running the queries
continuously without the need to initialize them at every batch window. However, since such implementation
at the time of this writing was not available, we estimated the detection latencies we could obtain in case of
persistent Jaql queries. Such estimation is based on the following observations. Let us consider the detection
of a certain scanner x: we can identify which iteration of the query execution has generated such a detection.
Let i be this iteration. Since x has not been detected at iteration i − 1, we know that the data required for the
detection were not in the system at that time (otherwise the detection would have occurred), so there was no
way for the system to detect x before iteration i started. This means that, even if we had the optimal Agilis
implementation with no query initialization at each batch window, we couldn’t detect x before iteration i
started; however, we can expect to detect it before iteration i ends, thanks to the improvement in Agilis that
could be obtained by using persistent queries. Owing to these observations, we estimated the latency as the
average between the time the detection iteration begins and the time it ends.
Results For these tests we have used the trace 5 (see Table 2.1) and different physical link bandwidths
in order to show in which setting one of the two systems can be preferable. Link bandwidth is controlled
by the WANem emulator. We varied the physical link bandwidth with values ranging from 6.5 Mbit/s to
500 kbit/s, and we kept constant the aggregate data rate sniffed from the organizations networks. This value
in our experiment was equal to 3.828 Mbit/s and is the sum of the rates of the data sniffed within each single
organization. Figure 2.12 illustrates the results we have obtained.
From the assessment, it resulted that Esper itself is never a bottleneck. However, its centralized approach
can become an issue when the ratio between the aggregate data rate and link bandwidth increases (i.e., the
link bandwidth available at each site decreases). In the tests, we first observed the behavior of Agilis and
Esper in a LAN environment characterized by a high available link bandwidth: Esper exhibits an average
latency of 1 second whereas Agilis shows an average latency of 30 seconds using its current implementation,
and 20 seconds of estimated latency in case of persistent queries. Hence, Esper in a LAN environment
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notably outperforms Agilis.
The situation changes in case of large-scale deployments. Figure 2.12 shows the average detection
latency in seconds we have obtained in different runs of the two systems. When the link bandwidth starts
decreasing, the latency of Esper rapidly increases. This is mainly caused by the large amount of data
sent to Esper. In contrast, in case of Agilis, the distributed approach is advantageous: the locality-awareness
mechanisms employed by Agilis (i.e., processing is carried out at the edges locally to each Gateway), allows
to exchange smaller amounts of data. Therefore, when the link bandwidth decreases, the detection latency
exhibited by Agilis is significantly lower than the one provided by Esper (right side of Figure 2.12). This
is particularly evident in case of Agilis estimated latency (i.e., the latency that could be obtained in case of
persistent queries). Therefore, Agilis scales better in terms of large-scale deployments, and also in terms
of number of participants. Indeed, an increase of the number of participants leads to an increase of the
aggregate data rate, and the systems exhibit the detection latencies shown on the right side of Figure 2.12.
Part II





Adaptive Scheduling in Storm
In Chapter 2 we saw distinct technologies for carrying out processing. Among them, Storm proved to have
relevant strengths with respect to Esper for what concerns the online processing. At this regard, we want to
investigate ways to enhance Storm even more.
When a Topology is submitted to Storm, it schedules its execution in the cluster, i.e., it assigns the
execution of each Executor of each spout and bolt to one of the nodes forming the cluster (see Section 2.5.1).
Similarly to batch data analysis frameworks like Hadoop, Storm performances are not generally limited by
computing power or available memory as new nodes can always be added to a cluster. In order to leverage
the available resources, Storm is equipped with a default scheduler that evenly distributes the execution of
Topology Executors on available nodes using a round-robin strategy. This simple approach aims to avoid
the appearance of computing bottlenecks due to resource overloading caused by skews in load distribution.
However, it does not take into account the cost of moving events through network links to let them traverse
the expected sequence of bolts defined in the Topology. This latter aspect heavily impacts on the average
event processing latency, i.e., how much time is needed for an event injected by a spout to traverse the
Topology and be thus fully processed, which is a fundamental metric to evaluate the responsiveness to
incoming stimuli.
In this chapter, we target the design and implementation of two general purpose Storm schedulers which
could be leveraged by applications to improve their performances. Differently from the default scheduler,
the ones introduced in this chapter aim at reducing the average event processing latency by adapting the
schedule to specific application characteristics 1. The rationale behind both schedulers is summarized by
these points: (i) identifying potential hot edges of the Topology, i.e., edges traversed by a high rate of events,
and (ii) mapping a hot edge to a fast inter-process channel rather than to a slow network link, for example
by scheduling the execution of the Executors connected by that hot edge on the same cluster node. This
rationale also has to take into account that processing resources have limited capabilities to not be exceeded
in order to avoid an undesired explosion of the processing time experienced at each Topology Component.
Such pragmatic strategy has the advantage of being practically workable and providing better performance.
The two general purpose schedulers introduced in this chapter differ each other on the way they identify
hot edges in the Topology. The first scheduler, named offline, simply analyzes the Topology graph and
identifies possible sets of Components to be scheduled on a same node by looking at how they are connected.
This approach is simple and has no overhead on the application with respect to the default Storm scheduler
(except for negligible increased delay when the schedule is calculated), but it is oblivious with respect to the
application workload: it could decide to schedule two Executors on a same node even if the rate of events
that will traverse the edge connecting them will be very small. The second scheduler, named online, takes
this approach one step further by monitoring the effectiveness of the schedule at runtime and re-adapting
it for a performance improvement when it sees fit. Monitoring is performed at runtime on the scheduled
1The source code of the two schedulers can be found at http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/~midlab/software/
storm-adaptive-schedulers.zip
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Topology by measuring the amount of traffic among its Executors. Whenever there is the possibility for
a new schedule to reduce the inter-node network traffic, the new schedule is calculated and applied on
the cluster.The online scheduler thus provides adaptation to the workload at the cost of a more complex
architecture. We have tested the performance of our general purpose schedulers by implementing them on
Storm and by comparing the schedules they produce with those produced by the default Storm scheduler.
The tests have been conducted both on a synthetic workload and on a real workload publicly released for
the DEBS 2013 Grand Challenge. The results show how the proposed schedulers consistently deliver better
performances with respect to the default one, promoting them as a viable alternative to more expensive
and complex ad-hoc schedulers. In particular, tests performed on the real workload show a 20% to 30%
performance improvement on average event processing latency for the online scheduler with respect to the
default one, then proving the effectiveness of the proposed scheduling approach.
After presenting the related work (see Section 3.1) and describing in details how scheduling works in
Storm (see Section 3.2), an exhaustive explanation of the design of our two schedulers is illustrated in
Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 includes all the evaluations carried out to test their effectiveness.
The contents of this chapter are based on [32].
3.1 Related Work
There exist alternative distributed event and stream processing engines besides Storm. Similarly to Storm,
these engines allow to model the computation as continuous queries that run uninterruptedly over input
event streams. The queries in turn are represented as graphs of interconnected operators that encapsulate the
logic of the queries.
System S [30] is a stream processing framework developed by IBM. A query in System S is modeled
as an Event Processing Network (EPN) consisting of a set of Event Processing Agents (EPAs) that commu-
nicate each other to carry out the required computation. The similarity with Storm is very strong, indeed
EPNs can be seen as the equivalent of Storm Topologies and EPAs as the analogous of bolts. S4 [121] is a
different stream processing engine, developed by Yahoo, where queries are designed as graphs of Processing
Elements (PEs) which exchange events according to queries’ specification. Again, the affinity with Storm is
evident as PEs definitely correspond to bolts.
Another primary paradigm of elaboration in the scope of Big Data is the batch oriented MapReduce [68]
devised by Google, together with its main open source implementation Hadoop [150] developed by Apache.
The employment of a batch approach hardly adapts to the responsiveness requirements of today’s applica-
tions that have to deal with continuous streams of input events, but there are scenarios [35] where it still
results convenient adopting such an approach where the limitations of the batch paradigm are largely offset
by the strong characteristics of scalability and fault tolerance of a MapReduce based framework.
An attempt to address the restrictions of a batch approach is MapReduce online [63], that is introduced
as an evolution of the original Hadoop towards a design that fits better to the requirements of stream based
applications.
Other works [113, 112, 53] try to bridge the gap between continuous queries and MapReduce paradigm
by proposing a stream based version of the MapReduce approach [23] where events uninterruptedly flow
among the map and reduce stages of a certain computation without incurring in the delays typical of batch
oriented solutions.
The problem of efficiently schedule operators in CEP engines has been tackled in several works. Cam-
mert et al. [54] investigated how to partition a graph of operators into subgraphs and how to assign each
subgraph to a proper number of threads in order to overcome common complications concerning threads
overhead and operators stall. Moakar et al. [116] explored the question of scheduling for continuous queries
that exhibit different classes of characteristics and requirements, and proposed a strategy to take into ac-
count such heterogeneity while optimizing response latency. Sharaf et al. [136] focus on the importance of
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scheduling in environments where the streams to consume are quite heterogeneous and present high skews;
they worked on a rate-based scheduling strategy which accounts for the specific features of the streams to
produce effective operators schedules.
Hormati et al. [80] and Suleman et al [142] propose works conceived for multi core systems rather than
clusters of machines. Differently from our solutions, the former aims at maximizing the throughput by
combining a preliminary static compilation with adaptive dynamic changes of the configuration triggered
by variations in resource availability. The latter focuses on chain topologies with the goal of minimizing
execution time and number of used cores by tuning the parallelism of bottleneck stages in the pipeline. On
the other hand, Pietzuch et al. [129] are concerned with operator placement within pools of nodes of wide-
area overlay networks. They proposed a stream-based overlay network in charge of reducing the latency
and leveraging possible reuse of operators. The solution proposed in this section, differently from [129],
does not consider the efficient use of the network as a first class goal, nor does consider possible operator
reuse. SODA [152] is an optimized scheduler specific for System S [30] which takes into account several
distinct metrics in order to produce allocations that optimize an application-specific measure (“importance”)
and maximize nodes and links usage. One of the assumptions that drives their scheduling strategy is that
the offered load would far exceed system capacity much of the time, an assumption that cannot be made for
Storm applications. Xing et al. [157] presented a methodology to produce balanced operator mapping plans
for Borealis [25]. They only consider node load and actually ignore the impact of network traffic. In a later
work, Xing et at. [156] described an operator placement plan that is resilient to changes in load, but makes
the relevant assumption that operators cannot be moved at runtime.
3.2 Default and Custom Scheduler
The Storm default scheduler is called EvenScheduler. It enforces a simple round-robin strategy with the aim
of producing an even allocation. In the first phase, it iterates through the Topology Executors, grouped by
Component, and allocates them to the configured number of Workers in a round-robin fashion. In the second
phase, the Workers are evenly assigned to Worker Nodes, according to the slot availability of each Worker
Node. This scheduling policy produces Workers that are almost assigned an equal number of Executors,
and distributes such Workers over the Worker Nodes at disposal so that each one node almost runs an equal
number of Workers.
Storm allows implementations of custom schedulers in order to accommodate for users’ specific needs.
In the general case, the custom scheduler takes as input the structure of the Topology (provided by Nimbus
service), represented as a weighted graph G(V,T ),w, and set of user-defined additional parameters (α, β,
...). The custom scheduler computes a deployment plan which defines both the assignment of Executors
to Workers and the allocation of Workers to slots. Storm API provides the IScheduler interface to plug-
in a custom scheduler, which has a single method schedule that requires two parameters. The first is an
object containing the definitions of all the Topologies currently running, and including Topology-specific
parameters provided by who submitted the Topology, which enables to provide the previously mentioned
user-defined parameters. The second parameter is an object representing the physical cluster, with all the
required information about Worker Nodes, slots and current allocations. A Storm installation can have a
single scheduler, which is executed periodically or when a new Topology is submitted.
3.2.1 State Management
Currently, Storm doesn’t provide any mean to manage the movement of stateful Components, meaning that
it is up to the developer to implement application-specific mechanisms to save any states to storage and
to properly reload them once a rescheduling is completed. The problem of state management for stateful
operators impacts on the following key operations carried out on a cluster hosting a distributed processing
platform:
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(i) moving operators (i.e., Storm Executors) to optimize the performance;
(ii) scaling in/out operators to adapt to traffic characteristics (scale out to avoid bottlenecks, scale in to
save resources);
(iii) reallocating operators that were executing on a failed machine.
While in the first case the state simply has to be moved together with the operator, in the second case the
state has to be repartioned among the new set of replicas. In the third case, the state cannot be stored or
replicated where the operator was executing, otherwise it is likely to be lost.
A comprehensive work that addresses the issue of state management is presented in [55], where the state
of an operator is divided into three distinct pieces
_ processing state: the state specific of the computation carried out by the operator;
_ buffer state: the content of output buffers, which contain all the tuples sent or to be sent to downstream
operators that have not been acknowledged yet;
_ routing state: the routing rules for dispatching tuples to the right replica of a downstream operator.
Such state is explicitly exposed to the processing platform, which performs periodical backup of the pro-
cessing and buffer state of an operator to one of its upstream operators. In case of rescheduling or scaling
out or fault recovery of an operator, the new configuration (i.e., the new number of replicas decided for
that operator) is used to properly update the routing state, then the most recent available processing state is
retrieved and repartitioned accordingly among the new set of operator replicas. Finally, first of all the tuples
in the backed buffer state, and then the tuples in upstream operators buffer state, are replayed in order to
bring the processing state back to the situation preceding the reconfiguration.
In our work, we don’t address the state management issue and thereby don’t take into account the
overheads due to keeping stateful operators consistent after a rescheduling.
3.3 Adaptive Scheduling
The key idea of the scheduling algorithms we propose is to take into account the communication patterns
among Executors in order to place in the same slot pairs of Executors that communicate with high frequency.
In Topologies where the computation latency is dominated by tuples transfer time, limiting the number of
tuples that have to be sent and received through the network can contribute to improve the performance.
Indeed, while sending a tuple to an Executor located in the same slot simply consists in passing a pointer,
delivering a tuple to an Executor running inside another slot or deployed in a different Worker Node involves
much larger overheads.
We developed two distinct algorithms based on such idea. One looks at how Components are intercon-
nected within the Topology to determine what are the Executors that should be assigned to the same slot.
The other relies on the monitoring at runtime of the traffic of exchanged tuples among Executors. The former
is less demanding in terms of required infrastructure and in general produces lower quality schedules, while
the latter needs to monitor at runtime the cluster in order to provide more precise and effective solutions, so
it entails more overhead at runtime for gathering performance data and carrying out re-schedulings.
In this work we consider a Topology structured as a directed acyclic graph [45] where an upper bound
can be set on the length of the path (measured in number of hops) that any input tuple follows from the emit-
ting spout to the bolt that concludes its processing. This means that we don’t take into account Topologies
containing cycles, for example back propagation streams in online machine learning algorithms [47].
A Storm cluster includes a set N = {ni} of Worker Nodes (i = 1...N), each one configured with S i
available slots (i = 1...N). In a Storm cluster, a set T = {ti} of Topologies are deployed (i = 1...T ), each one
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configured to run on at most Wi Workers (i = 1...T ). A Topology ti consists of a set Ci of interconnected
Components (i = 1...T ). Each Component c j ( j = 1...Ci) is configured with a certain level of parallelism
by specifying two parameters: (i) the number of Executors, and (ii) the number of Tasks. A Component
is replicated on many Tasks that are executed by a certain number of Executors. For each Component, the
number of Tasks is greater than or equal to the number of Executors. An Executor can only execute Tasks
of a single Component. Similarly, a Worker can only execute Executors of a single Topology. A Topology
ti consists of Ei Executors ei, j (i = 1...T , j = 1...Ei).
The actual number of Workers required for a Topology ti is min(Wi, Ei). The total number of Workers
required to run all the Topologies is
∑T
i=1 min(Wi, Ei). A schedule is possible if enough slots are available,
that is
∑N
i=1 S i ≥
∑T
i=1 min(Wi, Ei).
Both the algorithms can be tuned using a parameter α that controls the balancing of the number of
Executors assigned per slot. In particular, α affects the maximum number M of Executors that can be placed
in a single slot. The minimum value of M for a Topology ti is dEi/Wie, which means that each slot roughly
contains the same number of Executors. The maximum number of M corresponds to the assignment where
all the slots contain one Executor, except for one slot that contains all the other Executors, so its value
is Ei − Wi + 1. Allowed values for α are in [0, 1] range and set the value of M within its minimum and
maximum: M(α) = dEi/Wie + α(Ei −Wi + 1 − dEi/Wie).
3.3.1 Topology-based Scheduling
The offline scheduler examines the structure of the Topology in order to determine the most convenient slots
where to place Executors. Such a scheduling is executed before the Topology is started, so neither the load
nor the traffic are taken into account, and consequently no constraint about memory or CPU is considered.
Not even the stream groupings configured for inter-Component communications are inspected because the
way they impact on inter-node and inter-slot traffic can be only observed at runtime. Not taking into account
all these points obviously limits the effectiveness of the offline scheduler, but on the other hand this enables
a very simple implementation that still provides good performance, as will be shown in Section 3.4. A
partial order among the Components of a Topology can be derived on the basis of streams configuration. If
a Component ci emits tuples on a stream that is consumed by another Component c j, then we have ci < c j.
If ci < c j and c j < ck hold, then ci < ck holds by transitivity. Such order is partial because there can be pairs
of Components ci and c j such that neither ci > c j or ci < c j hold. Since we deal with acyclic Topologies, we
can always determine a linearization φ of the Components according to such partial order. If ci < c j holds,
then ci appears in φ before c j. If neither ci < c j nor ci > c j hold, then they can appear in φ in any order.
The first element of φ is a spout of the Topology. The heuristic employed by the offline scheduler entails
iterating φ and, for each Component ci, placing its Executors in the slots that already contain Executors of
the Components that directly emit tuples towards ci. Finally, the slots are assigned to Worker Nodes in a
round-robin fashion.
A possible problem of this approach concerns the possibility that not all the required Workers get used
because, at each step of the algorithm, the slots that are empty get ignored since they don’t contain any
Executor. The solution employed by the offline scheduler consists in forcing to use empty slots at a certain
point during the iteration of the Components in φ. When to start considering empty slots is controlled
by a tuning parameter β, whose value lies in [0, 1] range: during the assignment of Executors for the i-th
Component, the scheduler is forced to use empty slots if i > bβ · Cic. For example, if traffic is likely to be
more intense among upstream Components, then β should be set large enough such that empty slots get used
when upstream Components are already assigned.
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3.3.2 Traffic-based Scheduling
The online scheduler produces assignments that reduce inter-node and inter-slot traffic on the basis of the
communication patterns among Executors observed at runtime. The goal of the online scheduler is to allo-
cate Executors to nodes so as to minimize the inter-node traffic and satisfy the constraints on (i) the number
of Workers each Topology has to run on (min(Wi, Ei)), (ii) the number of slots available on each Worker
node (S i) and (iii) the computational power available on each node (see Section 3.3.2). Such scheduling has
to be performed at runtime so as to adapt the allocation to the evolution of the load in the cluster. Figure 3.1
shows the integration of our online scheduler within the Storm architecture. Notice that the performance
log depicted in the picture is just a stable buffer space where data produced by monitoring Components
running at each slot can be placed before it gets consumed by the custom scheduler on Nimbus. The custom














Figure 3.1: A Storm cluster with the Nimbus process controlling several Worker Nodes. Each Worker Node
hosts a Supervisor and a number of Workers (one per slot), each running a set of Executors. The dashed red
line shows Components of the proposed solution: the offline scheduler only adds the plugin to the Nimbus
process, while the online scheduler also adds the performance log and monitoring processes.
Measurements
When scheduling the Executors, taking into account the computational power of the nodes is needed to
avoid any overload, and this requires some measurements. We use the CPU utilization to measure both the
load a node is subjected to (due to Worker processes) and the load generated by an Executor. Using the
same metric allows us to make predictions on the load generated by a set of Executors on a particular node.
We also want to deal with clusters comprising heterogeneous nodes (different computational power), so we
need to take into account the speed of the CPU of a node in order to make proper predictions. For example,
if an Executor is taking 10% CPU utilization on a 1GHz CPU, then migrating such Executor on a node with
2GHz CPU would generate about 5% CPU utilization. For this reason, we measure the load in Hz. In the
previous example, the Executor generates a load of 100MHz (10% of 1GHz).
We use Li to denote the load the node ni is subjected to due to the Executors. We use Li, j to denote the
load generated by Executor ei, j. We use CPUi to denote the speed of the CPU of node ni (number of cores
multiplied by single core speed).
CPU measurements have been implemented by leveraging standard Java API for retrieving at runtime
the CPU time for a specific thread (getThreadCpuTime(threadID) method of ThreadMXBean class). With
these measures we can monitor the status of the cluster and detect any imbalance due to node CPU overloads.
We can state that if a node ni exhibits a CPU utilization trend such that Li ≥ Bi for more than Xi seconds,
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then we trigger a rescheduling. We refer to Bi as the capacity (measured in Hz) and to Xi as the time window
(measured in seconds) of node ni. One of the goals of a scheduling is the satisfaction of some constraints on
nodes load.
We don’t consider the load due to I/O bound operations such as reads/writes to disk or network com-
munications with external systems like DBMSs. Event-based systems usually work with data in memory in
order to avoid any possible bottleneck so as to allow events to flow along the operators network as fast as
possible. This doesn’t mean that I/O operations are forbidden, but they get better dealt with by employing
techniques like executing them on a batch of events instead of on a single event, and caching data in main
memory to speed them up.
In order to minimize the inter-node traffic, the volumes of tuples exchanged among Executors have to
be measured. We use Ri, j,k to denote the rate of the tuples sent by Executor ei, j to Executor ei,k, expressed
in tuples per second (i = 1...T ; j, k = 1...Ei; j , k). Summing up the traffic of events exchanged among
Executors deployed on distinct nodes, we can measure the total inter-node traffic. Once every P seconds,
we can compute a new scheduling, compare the inter-node traffic such scheduling would generate with the
current one and, in case a reduction of more than R% in found, trigger a rescheduling.
Formulation
Given the set of nodes N = {ni} (i = 1...N), the set of WorkersW = {wi, j} (i = 1...T , j = 1...min(Ei,Wi))
and the set of Executors E = {ei, j} (i = 1...N, j = 1...Ei), the goal of load balancing is to assign each
Executor to a slot of a node. The scheduling is aimed at computing (i) an allocation A1 : E → W, which
maps Executors to Workers, and (ii) an allocation A2 :W→N , which maps Workers to nodes.





Li, j ≤ Bk (3.1)
as well as the constraints on the maximum number of Workers each Topology can run on
∀i = 1...T
|{w ∈ W : A1(ei, j) = w, j = 1...Ei}| = min(Ei,Wi) (3.2)







The problem formulated in Section 3.3.2 is known to be NP-complete [46, 97]. The requirement of carrying
the rebalance out at runtime implies the usage of a quick mechanism to find a new allocation, which in
turn means that some heuristic has to be employed. The following algorithm is based on a simple greedy
heuristic that place Executors to node so as to minimize inter-node traffic and avoid load imbalances among
all the nodes. It consists of two consecutive phases.
In the first phase, the Executors of each Topology are partitioned among the number of Workers the
Topology has been configured to run on. The placement is aimed to both minimize the traffic among Execu-
tors of distinct Workers and balance the total CPU demand of each Worker.
In the second phase, the Workers produced in the first phase have to be allocated to available slots in
the cluster. Such allocation still has to take into account both inter-node traffic, in order to minimize it, and
node load, so as to satisfy load capacity constraints.
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Algorithm: 1 Online Scheduler
Data:
T = {ti} (i = 1...T ): set of Topologies
E = {ei, j} (i = 1...T ; j = 1...Ei): set of Executors
N = {ni} (i = 1...N): set of nodes
W = {wi, j} (i = 1...T ; j = 1...min(Ei,Wi)): set of Workers
Li, j (i = 1...T ; j = 1...Ei): load generated by Executor ei, j
Ri, j,k (i = 1...T ; j, k = 1...Ei): tuple rate between Executors ei, j and ei,k
begin
// First Phase
foreach Topology ti ∈ T do
// Inter-Executor Traffic for Topology ti
IETi ← {〈ei, j; ei,k; Ri, j,k〉} sorted descending by Ri, j,k foreach 〈ei, j; ei,k; Ri, j,k〉 ∈ IETi do
// get least loaded Worker
w∗ ← argminwi,x∈W
∑
A1(ei,y)=wi,x Li,y if !assigned(ei, j) and !assigned(ei,k) then
// assign both Executors to w∗
A1(ei, j)← w∗ A1(ei,k)← w∗
else
// check the best assignment of ei, j and ei,k to the Workers that already
// include either Executor and to w∗ (at most 9 distinct assignments to
consider)
Π ← {w ∈ W : A1(ei, j) = w ∨ A1(ei,k) = w} ∪ {w∗} best_w_ j ← null best_w_k ← null
best_ist ← MAX_INT foreach 〈w_ j,w_k〉 ∈ Π2 do
A1(ei, j)← w_ j A1(ei,k)← w_k ist ← ∑x,y:A1(ei,x),A1(ei,y) Ri,x,y if ist < best_ist then
best_ist ← ist best_w_ j← w_ j best_w_k ← w_k
end
end





IS T ← {〈wi,x; wi,y; γi,x, j〉 : wi,x,wi,y ∈ W, γi,x, j = ∑A1(ei, j)=wi,x∧A1(ei,k)=wi,y Ri, j,k} sorted descending by γi,x, j foreach
〈wi,x; wi,y; γi,x, j〉 do
n∗ ← argminn∈N
∑
A2(A1(ei,y))=n Li,y if !assigned(wi,x) and !assigned(wi,y) then
A2(wi,x)← n∗ A2(wi,y)← n∗
else
// check the best assignment of wi,x and wi,y to the nodes that already
// include either Worker and to n∗ (at most 9 distinct assignments to consider)
Ξ ← {n ∈ N : A2(wi,x) = n ∨ A2(wi,y) = n} ∪ {n∗} best_n_x ← null best_n_y ← null best_int ←
MAX_INT foreach 〈n_x, n_y〉 ∈ Ξ2 do
A2(wi,x)← n_x A2(wi,y)← n_y int ← ∑ j,k:A2(A1(ei, j)),A2(A1(ei,k)) Ri, j,k if int < best_int then
best_int ← int best_n_x← n_x best_n_y← n_y
end
end
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Figure 3.2: Reference Topology.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code for the online scheduler. This is an high level algorithm that
doesn’t include the implementation of many corner cases but shows instead the core of the heuristic.
In the first phase, for each Topology, the pairs of communicating Executors are iterated in descending
order by rate of exchanged tuples. For each of these pairs, if both the Executors have not been assigned yet,
then they get assigned to the Worker that is the least loaded at that moment. Otherwise, the set Π is built
by putting the least loaded Worker together with the Workers where either Executor of the pair is assigned.
Π can contain three elements at most: the least loaded and the two where the Executors in the pair are
currently assigned. All the possible assignments of these Executors to these Workers are checked to find
the best one, that is the assignment that produces the lowest inter-worker traffic. At most, there can be nine
distinct possible assignments to check.
Similarly, in the second phase the pairs of communicating Workers are iterated in descending order by
rate of exchanged tuples. For each pair, if both have not been allocated to any node yet, then the least loaded
node is chosen to host them. If any or both have already been assigned to some other nodes, the set Ξ is built
using these nodes and the least loaded one. All the possible allocations of the two Workers to the nodes in
Ξ are examined to find the one that generates the minimum inter-node traffic. Again, there are at most nine
distinct allocations to consider.
3.4 Experimental Evaluations
Our experimental evaluation aims at giving evidence that the scheduling algorithms we propose are success-
ful at improving the performance on a wide range of Topologies. We first test their performance on a general
Topology that captures the characteristics of a broad class of Topologies and show how the algorithms’ tun-
ing parameters impact on the efficiency of the computation, comparing the results with those obtained by
using the default scheduler. Then, in order to evaluate our solution in a more realistic setting, we apply
our scheduling algorithms to the DEBS 2013 Grand Challenge dataset [24] by implementing a subset of
its queries. Performance were evaluated on two fundamental metrics: the average latency experienced by
events to traverse the entire Topology and the average inter-node traffic incurred by the Topology at runtime.
All the evaluations were performed on a Storm cluster with eight Worker Nodes, each with five slots,
and one further node hosting the Nimbus and Zookeeper services. Each node runs Ubuntu 12.04 and is
equipped with 2x2.8 GHz CPUs, 3 GB of RAM and 15 GB of disk storage. The networking infrastructure
is based on a 10 Gbit LAN. These nodes are kept synchronized with a precision of microseconds, which
is sufficiently accurate for measuring latencies in the order of milliseconds. Such synchronization has been
obtained by leveraging the standard NTP protocol to sync all the nodes with a specific node in the cluster.
3.4.1 Reference Topology
In this section, we analyze how the tuning parameters actually affect the behavior of scheduling algorithms
and consequently the performance of a Topology. In order to avoid focusing on a specific Topology, we
developed a reference Topology aimed at capturing the salient characteristics of many common Topologies.
Workload characteristics According to the kind of Topologies we deal with in this work (see Sec-
tion 3.3), we consider acyclic Topologies where an upper bound can be set on the number of hops a tuple
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Figure 3.3: Tuple processing latency over time, for default, offline and online schedulers.
has to go through since it is emitted by a spout up to the point where its elaboration ends on some bolt.
This property allows us to assign each Component ci in the Topology a number stage(ci) that represents
the length of the longest path a tuple must travel from any spout to ci. By grouping Components in a same
stage, we obtain a horizontal stratification of the Topology in stages, such that Components within the same
stage don’t communicate each other, and Components at stage i receive tuples from upstream Components
at stages lower than i and send tuples to downstream Components at stages greater than i. This kind of strat-
ification has been investigated in [99]. Recent works on streaming MapReduce [113, 112, 53] also focus on
the possibility to model any computation as a sequence of alternated map and reduce stages, supporting the
idea that a large class of computations can be structured as a sequence of consecutive stages where events
always flow from previous to subsequent stages.
These considerations led us to propose the working hypothesis that a chain Topology can be employed
as a meaningful sample of a wide class of possible Topologies. Chain Topologies are characterized by
two parameters: (i) the number of stages, that is the horizontal dimension and (ii) the replication factor
for each stage, that is the vertical dimension corresponding to the number of Executors for each Topology
Component. We developed a reference Topology according to such working hypothesis. Taking inspiration
from the MapReduce model [68], in the chain we alternate bolts that receive tuples using shuffle grouping
(similar to mappers) to bolts that are fed through fields grouping (similar to reducers). In this way we can
also take into account how the grouping strategy impacts on the generated traffic patterns.
Figure 3.2 shows the general structure of the reference Topology. It contains a single spout followed by
an alternation of simple bolts, that receive tuples by shuffle grouping, and stateful bolts, that instead take
tuples by fields grouping. Stateful bolts have been named so because their input stream is partitioned among
the Executors by the value embedded in the tuples, and this would enable each Executor to keep some sort
of state. In the last stage there is an ack bolt in charge of completing the execution of tuples.
Each spout Executor emits tuples containing an incremental numeric value at a fixed rate. Using incre-
mental numeric values allows to evenly spread tuples among target Executors for bolts that receive input
through fields grouping. Each spout Executor chooses its fixed rate using two parameters: the average input
rate R in tuples per second and its variance V , expressed as the largest difference in percentage of the actual
tuple rate from R.
The i-th spout Executor sets its tuple rate as Ri = R(1−V(1−2 iC0−1 )) where C0 is the number of Executors
for the first Component, that is the spout itself, and i = 0, ...,C0 − 1. Therefore, each spout Executor emits
tuples at a distinct fixed rate and the average of these rates is exactly R. In this way, the total input rate for
the Topology can be controlled (its value is C0 · R) and a certain degree of irregularity can be introduced
on traffic intensity (tuned by V parameter) in order to simulate realistic scenarios where event sources are
likely to produce new data at distinct rates.
In order to include other factors for breaking the regularity of generated traffic patterns, bolts in the
reference Topology have been implemented so as to forward the received value with probability 1/2 and to
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emit a different constant value (fixed for each Executor) the rest of the times. The traffic between Executors
whose communication is setup using fields grouping is affected by this mechanism since it makes the tuple
rates much higher for some Executor pairs. This choice models realistic situations where certain pairs of
Executors in consecutive stages communicate more intensively than others.
Results The first experiments were focussed at evaluating the runtime behavior of the proposed schedulers
with respect to the default one. Figure 3.3 reports how event latency evolves over time for an experiment.
Each points reported in the figure represents the average of latencies for a ten events window. The reference
Topology settings used in this test include seven stages, and variable replication factors: four for the spout,
three for the bolts receiving tuples through shuffle grouping and two for the bolts receiving tuples through
fields grouping.
At the beginning, all the schedules experience a short transient state where the system seems overloaded
and this heavily impacts measured latencies. This transient period lasts approximately 15-20 seconds and is
characterized by large latencies. In the subsequent 20 seconds time frame (up to second 40), it is possible
to observe some characteristic behavior. The performance for all three schedules are reasonably stable,
with both the default and online schedulers sharing similar figures, and the offline scheduler showing better
results. This result proves how the Topology-based optimizations performed by the offline scheduler quickly
pay-off with respect to the default scheduler approach. The online scheduler performance in this timeframe
are instead coherent with the fact that this scheduler initializes the application using a schedule obtained by
applying exactly the same approach used by the default scheduler (hence the similar performance). However,
during this period the active scheduler collects performance measures that are used later (at second 40) to
trigger a re-schedule. The shaded interval in the figure shows a “silence” period used by the active scheduler
to instantiate the new schedule. The new schedule starts working at second 50 and quickly converges to
performance that are consistently better with respect to both the default and the offline scheduler. This
proves that the online scheduler is able to correctly identify cases where a different schedule can improve
performance, and that this new schedule, built on the basis of performance indices collected at runtime,
can indeed provide performance that surpasses a workload-oblivious schedule (like the one provided by the
offline scheduler).
Figure 3.4: Average latency as the number of stages varies, with a replication factor of 2 for each stage.
We then evaluated how the proposed schedulers behave as the number of stages increases for different
replication factors. As the number of stages increases, the latency obviously becomes larger as each tuple
has to go through more processing stages. With a small replication factor traffic patterns among Executors
are quite simple. In general, with a replication factor F, there are F2 distinct streams among the Executors
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Figure 3.5: Average inter-node traffic as the number of stages varies, with a replication factor of 2 for each
stage.
of communicating bolts because each Executor of a stage possibly communicate to all the Executors at the
next stage. The offline scheduler does its best to place each of the F Executors of a bolt ci where at least one
of F Executors of the Component ci−1 has been already placed, which means that, in general, the latency
of up to F streams out of F2 is improved. Therefore, about 1/F of the tuples flowing among consecutive
Components get sent within the same node with a consequent latency improvement. As the replication
factor increases, the portion of tuples that can be sent locally gets lower and the effectiveness of the offline
scheduler becomes less evident. The precise trend also depends on whether the streams that are optimized
are intense or not; however, the offline scheduler is oblivious with respect to this aspect as it calculates
the schedule before the Topology is executed. On the other hand, the online scheduler adapts to the actual
evolution of the traffic and is able to identify the heaviest streams and consequently place Executors so as to
make such streams local.
These evaluations have been carried out setting the parameters α = 0 and β = 0.5, considering an
average data rate R = 100 tuple/s with variance V = 20%.
Figure 3.6: Average latency as the number of stages varies, with a replication factor of 4 for each stage, for
default, offline and online schedulers.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 report average latency and inter-node traffic for a replication factor two, i.e. each
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Figure 3.7: Average inter-node traffic as the number of stages varies, with a replication factor of 4 for each
stage, for default, offline and online schedulers.
Component is configured to run on two Executors. Latencies for offline and online schedulers are close
and always smaller with respect to the default scheduler. The low complexity of communication patterns
allows for only a little number of improvement actions, which are leveraged by both the schedulers with
the consequent effect that performance are very similar. The results about the inter-node traffic reflect this
trend and also highlight that the online scheduler produces schedules with smaller inter-node traffic. Note
that smaller inter-node traffic cannot always be directly related to a lower latency because it also depends on
whether and to what extent the most intense paths in the Topology are affected.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the same results for a replication factor set to four. While the online scheduler
keeps providing sensibly lower latencies with respect to the default one, the effectiveness of offline scheduler
begins to lessen due to the fact that it can improve only 4 out of 16 streams for each stage. Such a divergence
between the performance of offline and online schedulers is also highlighted by the results on the inter-node
traffic; indeed the online scheduler provides assignments that generate lower inter-node traffic.
Figure 3.8: Average latency as α varies for default, offline and online schedulers.
We finally evaluated the impact of the α parameter on the schedules produced by our two algorithms.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 report results for a setting based on a five stages Topology with replication factor five,
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Figure 3.9: Average inter-node traffic as α varies for default, offline and online schedulers.
R = 1000 tuple/s and V = 20%.
In such setting, a Topology consists of 30 Executors, and we varied α from 0 to 0.2, which corresponds
to varying the maximum number of Executors per slots from four to eight. The results show that the offline
scheduler slightly keeps improving its performance as α grows, for what concerns both the latency and the
inter-node traffic. The online scheduler provides its best performance when α is 0.05, that is when the upper
bound on the number of Executors is five. Larger values for α provide larger latencies despite the inter-node
traffic keeps decreasing. This happens because there is a dedicated thread for each Worker in charge of
dequeuing tuples and sending them to the others Workers, and placing too many Executors in a single slot













































Figure 3.10: Latency (top) and traffic (bottom) over time for default, offline and online schedulers for the
first query of DEBS 2013 Grand Challenge.
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3.4.2 Grand Challenge Topology
We carried out some evaluations on the scenario described in the Grand Challenge of DEBS 2013 [24], by
considering in particular a reduced version of the first query. In such scenario, sensors embedded in soccer
players’ shoes emit position and speed data at 200 Hz frequency. The goal of the first query is to perform a
running analysis by continuously updating statistics about each player. The instantaneous speed is computed
for each player every time a new event is produced by the sensors, a speed category is determined on the
basis of computed value, then the global player statistics are updated accordingly. Such statistics include
average speed, walked distance, average time for each speed category.
The Topology includes three Components: (i) a spout for the sensors (sensor Component in the figure,
replication factor eight, with a total of 32 sensors to be simulated), (ii) a bolt that computes the instantaneous
speed and receives tuples by shuffle grouping (speed Component in the figure, replication factor four), (iii)
a bolt that maintains players’ statistics and updates them as new tuples are received by fields grouping from
the speed bolt (analysis Component in the figure, replication factor two).
Figure 3.10 shows how latency (top) and inter-node traffic (bottom) evolve over time. It can be noticed
that most of the time the offline scheduler allows for lower latencies and lighter traffic than the default one,
while the online scheduler in turn provides better performance than the offline one as soon as an initial
transient period needed to collect performance indices is elapsed. The performance improvement provided
by the online scheduler with respect to the default one can be quantified in this setting as oscillating between
20% and 30%. These results confirm that the optimizations performed by the online scheduler are effective
also in real workloads where they provide noticeable performance improvements.

Chapter 4
Windowed Computations in Hadoop
Another technology employed in Chapter 2 for executing processing activities is Hadoop. Unlike Storm
(see Chapter 3), which allows for continuous elaborations, Hadoop runs the processing in batches, periodi-
cally. We want to investigate possible ways to carry out windowed computations by using a batch-oriented
processing platform.
Event processing is a constantly evolving research area which keeps growing to adapt to emerging
technologies and paradigms [74]. Events produced by possibly different sources are usually collected in
bunches delimited by time windows, then they are elaborated to produce other events as output. Several real
applications require indeed to recognize particular patterns within specific time lapses or to produce periodic
reports on what happened in precise time ranges. A relevant example for the first case is represented by
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), which keep monitoring network traffic searching for known malicious
signatures in order to trace them and raise alerts whenever too many suspect activities occur within a defined
time interval. Port scan detection techniques based on the activities observed in specific time windows are
investigated in Chapter 2. In this scenario, where a large number of network probes can produce high
rate event streams, it is advisable to adopt large time windows (hours, days) to catch slow attacks; at the
same time, it is necessary to have frequent (every few seconds) analysis results to promptly react to alarms.
An example of the second case is represented by algorithmic trading, an application scenario where result
latency is critical to profitability. Such scenario is characterized by large data volumes (millions of trades
per day), medium to large observation windows (hours, days) and frequent (down to a second) updates
to quickly catch highly volatile financial opportunities. We refer to this kind of event processing as Time
Window Based Computations (TWBCs).
Event processing engines managing TWBCs must cope with an ever increasing number of event sources
and with continuously growing data rates. To keep up with this trend, processing engines must be able to
manage huge input data volumes. Output of such computations are often used to take the best decision
about some next action to be performed. Therefore, it is crucial to get these results as soon as possible,
otherwise they are likely to become obsolete before they can be actually used. To cope with this requirement,
processing engines must be timely in the production of their output.
Event processing engines can adopt two possible approaches for TWBCs with respect to the relationship
between when events arrive and when they are elaborated. If events are processed as soon as they enter the
engine, we talk about online event processing. Conversely, if events are first stored and then periodically
processed in batches, we talk about batch event processing. This latter approach is usually preferred when
timeliness requirements are not that strict, indeed an inner characteristic of batch processing resides in the
delays to be paid in order to get updated results, because of its periodical nature. On the other hand, running
computations every so often allows to cope with load spikes, failures and imbalances much more easily than
the online approach does. Furthermore, a batch approach enables the decoupling of data loading and data
elaboration, which provides higher flexibility to accommodate for possible distinct requirements.
Batch processing is heavily employed within business workflows of many medium to large companies
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for periodical ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) operations where large data sets produced daily up to hourly
have to be moved, analyzed and archived so as to provide the proper means for enforcing specific business
intelligence strategies. These scenarios are representative examples of the challenges and opportunities that
the emerging BigData trend is fostering. Some well Known companies that are employing this kind of
approach are Oracle [22], Dell [15], MicroStrategy [16] and Cisco [20].
In this chapter, we focus on the batch approach and investigate what are its strengths and weaknesses
in order to understand whether present batch-oriented computation frameworks can properly meet the pre-
viously introduced requirements for TWBCs. In particular, the possibility to increase the frequency of
computations on sliding time windows is thoroughly checked into so as to get a better understanding about
the class of use cases where a batch approach of this kind can be effectively employed. Section 4.1 provides
an overview of the related work in literature in order to properly frame the contributions of this chapter. A
simple model for batch processing in TWBCs is defined in Section 4.2, which includes a set of important
performance metrics providing the basis for fundamental optimizations. The impact of input data organi-
zation on these metrics is analyzed in order to show how a smart subdivision of incoming events in data
batches can help in maximizing performance. The instantiation of such model in Hadoop is presented in
Section 4.3, together with ad-hoc input data organization strategies that aim at reducing computation la-
tency. An experimental evaluation is also provided in Section 4.4 with the aim of highlighting strengths and
weaknesses of the proposed strategies.
The contents of this chapter are based on [35].
4.1 Related Work
The developments in the area of distributed event processing happened during last decade have been based
mostly on the concept of continuous queries, which run unceasingly over streams of events provided by
external sources. These queries are compiled in a network of processing elements that can be distributed
over available resources. Several projects have been on this line, although the structures used to model the
compiled query are named differently. Among the most cited, we find InfoSphere [94, 130] (networks of
InfoPipes), Aurora [26, 61] (networks of processing boxes), TelegraphCQ [57] (networks of dataflow mod-
ules), STREAM [38] (query plans composed by operators, queues and synopses), Borealis [25] (networks
of query processors), and System S [30] (Event Processing Network (EPN) of Event Processing Agents
(EPA)). In this section, we adopt the jargon introduced by the latter. The reconfiguration of an EPN at
runtime introduces several issues. The main one is the rebalancing of the load among nodes.
Shah et al. [135] define a dataflow operator called flux, which is integrated in an EPN and takes care of
repartitioning stateful operators while the processing is running. Its limitations concern the dependance on
configuration parameters that need to be tuned manually and the lack of fault tolerance mechanisms.
Gu et al. [78] propose a mechanism to process Multiway Windows Stream Joins (MWSJs) which dis-
tributes tuples to distinct nodes to allow for parallel processing. Their algorithm is specific for MWSJs.
Xing et al. [155] describe an algorithm for placing operators such that no replacement is required at run-
time. They deem that operators cannot be moved at all. Xing et al. [157] introduce a load distribution
algorithm for minimizing latency and avoiding overloading by minimizing load variance and maximizing
load correlation. Liu et al. [103] propose a dynamic load balancing operators for stateful algorithm, which
spills state to disk or moves the operators to other nodes to resolve imbalances. Lakshmanan et al. [99]
present a stratified approach where the EPN is partitioned horizontally in strata and operators can be moved
within a single stratum only.
Stateful operators in a continuous query pose the question of memory constraints. The most studied
case is that of the joins over distinct event flows or data streams, which require the usage of some time or
count based window in order to avoid maintaining the whole history of input data. Time windows cannot
guarantee a consequent bound on required memory because of the variability of input event rate. Employing
load shedding as a solution [76, 140, 67, 144] could not be feasible in several scenarios where the accuracy
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of the processing is a main requirement, for example decision support, intelligence or disaster recovery. In
this case, the employment of some disk-based storage is required, as described in several works [104, 145,
117, 147] which however deal with the processing of finite data sets.
There exist some projects addressing the topic of distributed processing of data stored to secondary
storage without employing continuous queries.
DataCutter [49] is a middleware which breaks down on-demand clients’ requests into processing filters
in charge of carrying out required computations. It has been devised to carry out complex processing over
large distributed data sets stored to disk.
The MapReduce paradigm [68] implemented in Google and its open source implementation Hadoop [150]
have received a great interest by the community and a lot of related projects [105, 115, 149]) have been de-
veloped adopting a similar approach.
Dryad [82] is a project developed by Microsoft which organizes the processing as a dataflow graph
with computational vertices and communication channels. The computation is batch and can elaborate files
stored to a distributed file system.
The possibility of employing a batch approach is touched on in [41], where it is proposed as an appro-
priate solution when the computation is too slow compared to event arrival, and executing the elaboration
for each event doesn’t allow to keep up with event rate. In this case, events are buffered and computation
runs periodically on the current batch.
4.2 Batch processing for Time Window Based Computations
This section explores how to carry out windowed computations by using a batch approach. Section 4.2.1
defines the key properties of time window based computations, while Section 4.2.2 presents the differences
between batch and online approaches. Section 4.2.3 details the computational model we adopted for our
purposes and finally Section 4.2.4 describes the strategies we devised to carry out batch computations based
on time windows.
4.2.1 Time Window Based Computations
Etzion and Niblett in [74] define an event as “an occurrence within a particular system or domain; it is
something that has happened, or is contemplated as having happened in that domain”. Event processing is
performed by feeding events in the form of streams in a processing engine. A stream is “a set of associated
events”, often “a temporally totally ordered set”. The ordering within a stream is defined by a timestamp
associated to each event. By elaborating groups of events the engine can output new events that represent
the the result of its computation.
With the name time window based computation (TWBC) we refer to the elaboration of a set of events
that happened within a specific time window. The length of the window and the way such length changes
over time depend on the scenario of interest. We can have either a single fixed-length time period, or a
fixed-length time period that repeats in regular fashion, or windows that are opened or closed by particular
events in the event stream, or, finally, windows that are opened at regular intervals where each window is
opened at a specified time after its predecessor [74]. In this chapter, we focus on this latter type of time
windows.
A new window is started every ∆T time units, and here we assume that ∆T ≤ T 1. If ∆T = T then a new
window is opened whenever the current one is closed: at any time there is a single window opened and each
event belongs to one and only one window. We refer to this case as juxtaposed windows. If ∆T < T then
a new window is opened before the previous one is closed, so at any time t (at steady state) there are now(t)
1Cases where ∆T > T , that imply a voluntary loss of events in the periods of length ∆T − T that occur between the end of a
window and the start of the next one, are of little interest and thus ignored in this chapter.






Figure 4.1: Placement in time of a time window and the related result.
open windows, where b T
∆T c ≤ now(t) ≤ d T∆T e. We refer to this case as interleaved windows. Each event e
having te as timestamp belongs to now(te) different windows. We concentrate on the cases where now(t) is
fixed to N, that is where T is a multiple of ∆T . Such assumption comes from the observation that often the
length of the window is a multiple of the window period.
In general, given a time window TWi which begins at time ti and ends at ti + T , we want to decrease the
latency li between the end of TWi and the availability of the related result Ri (see Figure 4.1). This latency
depends on several distinct factors regarding both the time to produce the result itself and the synchronization
between the end of the window and the beginning of the computation, as will be shown in next section.
4.2.2 Batch processing
TWBCs can be processed using either an online or a batch approach. With the former approach events
are kept in memory and processed as soon as they enter in the system in order to minimize the output
delay. Conversely, with batch processing incoming events are first stored in a secondary storage (e.g. in
a disk-based database or, more commonly, in a file system) and then periodically processed in batches.
The frequency of these computations depends on application specific requirements and on the feasibility of
running many concurrent computations. While the online approach allows for continuous output, periodical
batch computations can only produce periodical output.
Batch processing provides some advantages with respect to online solutions that make it suited to several
application scenarios. The amount of data that must be analyzed within a time window, being a function
of both the window size and the event rate, can easily grow to huge amount. Storing this data in secondary
storage instead of main memory can allow to support applications with massive data rates and large time
windows with simpler and less expensive computing infrastructures. Moreover, systems based on the online
approach process events as they enter the system; this can easily limit system scalability in applications
where processing is computationally intensive and data rates are large. Batch processing, on the other side,
defers computation to the end of a time window; incoming events are directly stored in the secondary storage
thus allowing very large input rates.
Existing batch processing solutions can be adopted to perform TWBCs. We found that the class of
technologies that naturally fits what we need is the one, described in Section 4.1, that includes the projects
focused on distributed batch processing of data kept on secondary storage [49, 68, 150, 105, 115, 149,
82]. All them allow to execute distributed complex computations on huge volumes of data. Such data is
organized in large files partitioned over available storage nodes. File systems are generally preferred to
DBMSs because the operations we need to execute on input data are very simple and don’t require most
of the high level functionalities provided by today’s DBMSs. Events pertaining to each window are stored
in files which become the input of the processing engines in charge of producing the output for such time
windows.










































Figure 4.3: Performance metrics in batch-oriented TWBCs.
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4.2.3 Computation Model
A high level architecture highlighting the interactions between event producers (EPs) and the processing
engine is shown in Figure 4.2. Several EPs provide input events to a set of gateways (GWs) in charge
of normalizing and storing them in the storage. Data in the storage is organized in files. A new event is
appended to an open file f . Upon certain conditions, a file f is closed and a new file f ′ is created. We refer
to this operation as file rolling. At any time, there can be several files that are being written to by distinct
GWs and the temporal coverages of different files can overlap. In Figure 4.3 a time window TWi is shown
together with the temporal coverages of the files containing its events ( f j1 , · · · , f j1+2 to f jM , · · · , f jM+3) and
the position in time of the related computation Ci. The trigger of file rollings is performed by a TWBC
Manager, which is also responsible of starting the computations by properly controlling the processing
engine. The engine simply runs the desired computation over all the files intersecting the time window of
interest. The output of the computation is not shown here because it is not relevant for our purposes.
A crucial issue in this setting is represented by the synchronization between events and time windows.
If event timestamps were set by the EPs, an accurate synchronization would be impossible as the clocks
of the EPs and of the TWBC Manager present in general non negligible skews. Various synchronization
techniques (e.g. [100]) can be used to mitigate this problem. Event processing systems usually rely on
their internal clocks, so an event is considered included within a certain time window according to the time
such event enters the engine. In our model, we assume that events are timestamped by GWs as they are
written to file. Note that this solution does not completely solve the synchronization issue but effectively
alleviates it as synchronizing multiple GWs is a reasonably easy to solve task because GWs are usually
deployed in a controlled environment within a single administrative domain. In general, synchronization
guarantees depend on the employed technologies and on the type and extent of the deployment. Whether
such guarantees allow for a properly accurate computation depends on the specific application.
The latency li separating the end of the time window TWi from the output of the result Ri, is constituted
by two distinct temporal components (see Figure 4.3):
_ the wait latency lwi representing the time between the end of the time window TWi and the beginning
of the computation Ci;
_ the computation latency lci representing the time it takes for the computation Ci to complete.
Note that that nothing prevents Ci from beginning before the file containing the last of event in TWi is
closed, assuming that the chosen technologies allow to elaborate files while they are being written to. In that
case, also the wait latency doesn’t depend on when such last file is closed. Figure 4.3 represents a simple
case where the computation begins after the closure of such last file.
In order to reduce the wait latency lwi , the computation should be started as soon as a time window
ends. By making the TWBC Manager in charge of determining when time windows begin and end, we can
minimize it.
The reduction of the computation latency is more complex at this level of abstraction. As shown in
Figure 4.3, the computation of TWi requires to process all the files that contain events in TWi. These files
cover a time range of length Ti, where in general Ti ≥ T . It is up to the computation itself to filter out
the events outside the time window. Since distinct files can overlap in time and also be partitioned without
taking into account the temporal order of contained events, the processing engine has to read the content
of all these files in order to decide which events must be processed. If we assume that (i) the length of the
computation increases as the size of data read from the storage grows (I/O bound computation) and that
(ii) the size of stored data grows with the length of the time interval it covers, then we can conclude that
a possible way of reducing the computation latency is to include in the processing all and only the events
that are included in the time window of interest. A convenient metric able to capture this aspect is the time
efficiency, defined as the ratio T/Ti, which represents an approximation of the fraction of processed events
that actually are within the time window. The approximation is based on the assumption that event rate




































Figure 4.4: Strategy for juxtaposed time windows.
is stable during the period T . The time ratio is a real number in the range [0, 1] where 1 represents the
optimum, i.e. only events in TWi are processed.
4.2.4 Input data organization strategies
We can define proper strategies for organizing input data in files with the aim of optimizing the metrics
introduced in the previous section. A strategy defines when file rollings are triggered and thus determines
the positioning of events in files and how these files are organized for batch processing. We first present the
strategy for juxtaposed windows (∆T = T ) and then that for interleaved windows (T = N · ∆T ).
Juxtaposed Windows The case where ∆T = T is the simplest one and the strategy we propose for it is
straightforward but allows for the optimization of all the metrics.
Figure 4.4 illustrates this strategy. We assume there are M GWs, each writing events to distinct files.
During time window TWi, the GWg writes its incoming events to file f
g
i . When TWi ends, the TWBC
Manager issues a file rolling to all the GWs and tells the Engine to start the computation. This picture
represents the collocation of time windows (TWi), temporal coverage of files ( f
g
i ) and computations (Ci) on
a timeline that spans a period of four consecutive windows. All the events related to time window TWi are
stored in files f xi , where x = 1...M. At time ti, files f
1
i , · · · , f Mi are opened. At time ti+1 = ti + T , all these
files are closed and the computation Ci for TWi is started. The computation ends at time ti+1 + lci . The figure
is simplified so that it seems that the ideal relation li = lci holds. In practice, there is some operational delay
between the end of TWi and the beginning of Ci (that is lwi ). If the Engine cannot process files while they
are being written to, then coordination is necessary between the TWBC Manager and the GWs in order to
start the computation only after files f 1i , · · · , f Mi are closed, but these are implementation details that depend
on the technologies employed. Summing up, we can state that (i) the wait latency is minimized and (ii) the
time efficiency is optimized (T = Ti).
In Figure 4.4, we are implicitly assuming that li ≤ ∆T , in order to avoid that computations execute
concurrently. This is not a mandatory requirement, but running each computation in isolation allows to use
the whole computational power provided by the underlying infrastructure, which possibly means that the
latency can be further minimized.
Interleaved Windows In reference to Section 4.2.1, when ∆T < T we talk about interleaved time win-
dows. In particular, we concentrate on the case T = N · ∆T , where N ∈ N, N > 1. Also in this case we can
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Figure 4.5: Strategy for interleaved time windows.
define a simple strategy, which optimizes all the metrics and can be considered as a generalization of the
strategy described in the previous section.
Figure 4.5 shows that each time window is covered by N ·M distinct files. In this figure we have reported
the time windows, the temporal coverage of files and the computations related only to three consecutive time
windows in a setting where ∆T = T/3 (N = 3). We have not included occurrences related to other time
windows that actually happen in the time span shown in the figure in order to avoid to complicate the figure
itself. Consecutive time windows begin with a delay of ∆T , so ti+1 = ti + ∆T . Assuming that TW0 and the
temporal coverage of f x0 , for x = 1...M, begins at the same instant t0, and making each GW use one file for
each period spanning ∆T time units, we have that TWi is covered by files f xi to f
x
i+N−1, for x = 1...M. Since
T is a multiple of ∆T , we obtain an optimum time coverage of the periods of length T , which means that (i)
the wait latency is minimized and (ii) the time efficiency is optimized (T = Ti).
An interesting aspect of interleaved windows is that the constraint li ≤ ∆T becomes much more difficult
to comply with respect to juxtaposed windows, because the amount of data to be processed is the same, but
the time available for the computation is 1/N.
4.3 Implementation with Hadoop
Starting from the model introduced in the previous section, we implemented a batch processing framework
for TWBCs using Hadoop (Section 2.6.1) as processing platform and HDFS (Section 4.3.1) for input data
storage. In this section, we analyze which additional factors to take into account for the optimization of
performance metrics with this specific setup.
4.3.1 Hadoop Distributed File System
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [137] is the default storage used by Hadoop and has been
designed to properly support read/write access patterns typical of Hadoop jobs. Data in HDFS is organized
in files and directories. Like in a standard file system, each file is broken into block-sized (64 MB by default)
chunks, stored as independent pieces to simplify the storage subsystem and to properly fit with replication
for providing fault tolerance and availability.
An HDFS installation includes (i) a single NameNode which manages the whole namespace of stored
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data and controls how data is spread over available resources and (ii) a set of DataNodes responsible of
storing the actual data.
The default data replication factor is three, which means that in the cluster there are in total three replicas
for each block. In our implementation, we set the replication factor to one because we want to be as fast
as possible in storing events, and replicating data would consume too much time. This choice penalizes the
fault tolerance of our system, but in the scenarios of interest it is more important to keep up with input data
rates than loosing some input data because of failures of cluster nodes.
In our implementation, the GWs are in charge of (i) receiving events from the EPs and (ii) converting
them in a format suitable for being written to HDFS files. Data in an HDFS file cannot be read by map tasks
until such file is closed, so some coordination is needed to ensure that required files have been closed before
starting a job.
Although in the scenarios of interest we want to deal with several EPs providing events to a set of GWs,
our current implementation supports a single GW. This has no impact on our evaluation of a strategy because
the metrics we want to optimize are independent from the number of GWs.
4.3.2 Performance Metrics Optimization
In our implementation, we developed a Java application which encapsulates the functionalities of both a
GW and the TWBC Manager. Such application is thus in charge of (references to items of Figure 4.2 are
reported in parentheses)
_ receiving input events (input events)
_ converting them in ASCII format and writing them to a HDFS file (norm data)
_ deciding when to execute a file rolling (control file rolling)
_ triggering the execution of Hadoop jobs (control computation)
As explained in Section 4.2.3, a key aspect for the optimization of performance metrics is the synchroniza-
tion between time windows and computations. In our implementation based on Hadoop, a coordination
between file rollings and jobs executions is also required. By assigning to the Java application the duties
of both the GW and the TWBC Manager, we have the possibility of enforcing such synchronization and
minimizing the wait latency. For what concerns the computation latency, the time efficiency is important
because Hadoop jobs are known to be I/O bound, as shown by Wlodarczyk et al. [151].
Besides the synchronization issues and the optimization of time efficiency, a strategy has further influ-
ence on the computation latency. The general problem of data acquisition in Hadoop has been studied in
part by Jia et al. [83]. The important point emerging from this paper is that Hadoop works much better with
a small number of large files than with a large number of small files. Hadoop divides the input of a job into
fixed-size pieces called input splits, then creates one map task for each split, which runs the user-defined
map function for each record in the split. In an Hadoop cluster configured with a block size B, for a file
of size S Hadoop considers dS/Be splits 2. Since a limited number of map tasks can run concurrently, and
since each map task involves a management overhead, the overall performance would improve by using
files having size B. Indeed, in this way each map task would work on a chunk of size B and the number of
allocated map tasks would be minimized.
More formally, we consider a data set of total size D organized in N files of size di (i = 1...N), such that
N∑
i=1
di = D (4.1)
2This relation has been obtained using default values for the configuration parameters that control the way input splits are
computed: minimumS ize and maximumS ize; they constraint the minimum and maximum size of a split, respectively. The formula
used to compute the split size is max(minimumS ize,min(maximumS ize, B)), where B is the block size [150].
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where S (l) indicates the number of splits using l files. To show how the number of splits decreases with the






The comparison between the terms in equations (4.2) and (4.3) requires to express both D and di as a
function of B. Let b = D div B and r = D mod B, where div and mod are the quotient and the remainder
of the division, respectively. Then we can write
D = b · B + r (4.4)
where r < B. Similarly, for i = 1, · · · ,N we can write
di = bi · B + ri (4.5)
where ∀i, bi = di div B, ri = di mod B, ri < B. Replacing equations (4.4) and (4.5) into (4.1) we have












which in turn by (4.6) implies r ≤ ∑Ni=1 ri, and we prove it by contradiction as follows. Let us assume that
b <
∑N




bi − a (4.8)
















which is in contradiction with the definition of r. By replacing (4.4) and (4.5) in (4.3) and (4.2), respectively,
we can write
S (1) = b + 1 (4.9)
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Figure 4.6: Rolling Strategy for interleaved time windows with Multi Files Flows.
The ≤ relation in (4.10) comes from the fact that ri = 0 can hold for some i. Subtracting (4.9) from (4.10)
we have
S (N) − S (1) ≤ N − 1 + (
N∑
i=1
bi − b) ≤ N − 1 (4.11)
where the last ≤ relation comes from (4.7).
Equation (4.11) expresses the fact that using N files instead of one can make the number of splits increase
by up to N − 1. The worst case is when b = ∑Ni+1 bi.
In an Hadoop cluster with L TaskTrackers configured with MS available map slots each, at most L ·MS
map tasks can run at the same time. Depending on the value of D, it could be impossible to run all the map
tasks in a single round. Indeed, if D > B · L ·MS, at least L ·MS + 1 map tasks are required, regardless
of how data is organized in files. However, the goal remains to arrange input data so that resulting map
tasks can be executed in the minimum number of rounds, and at the same time ensuring that the load is
fairly distributed among TaskTrackers. The last point is important since the reducer tasks start their work
whenever all map tasks are completed, so load imbalances can make a TaskTracker employ more time than
the others to complete the map phase, which in turn causes the beginning of reduce phase to delay.
As discussed in [52], the best solution for loading this kind of input data to HDFS is employing some
technology like Chukwa, which collects external streams and writes them to HDFS files. While Chukwa
proves to be very useful when there are several geographically distributed GWs, simpler scenarios with a
single local GW can be managed by a single application like ours, which keeps writing data to HDFS as
new events arrive.
Multi Files Flows In an Hadoop based implementation, a possible problem of the interleaved window
strategy described in Section 4.2.4 is that N can be very large and involve high computation latencies. In
Section 4.4, we will see some scenarios where this actually happens. Trivially using larger files doesn’t
work. In reference to Figure 4.5, if for example we set each file to cover 2 ·∆T , then for time windows TW j,
with j even, we would have a wait latency of ∆T (due to the fact that a Hadoop job cannot read open files),
which is unacceptable. The synchrony between time windows, HDFS files rollings and Hadoop jobs has to
be kept in order to optimize wait latency. This also implies that each time window still has to be perfectly
fit by HDFS files, that is the time efficiency has to be optimal.
The solution we propose consists in replicating data so as to (i) use a lower number of bigger files and (ii)
provide each time window with the HDFS files required to have a perfect coverage. As shown in Figure 4.6,
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data is replicated K times (K = 2 in the figure) using K distinct files flows. K is required to be a divisor of
N, that is N mod K = 0. Since we have a single GW, we don’t need to specify which GW writes which
file. In this case we use the notation fw, j to indicate the j-th HDFS file of the w-th files flow. With K files
flows, each file can cover a time interval of K · ∆T and the number of files required to cover a time window
becomes N/K. Files in flow w are closed with a delay of ∆T with respect to files in flow w − 1. In this
way, each time window TWi has a perfect coverage with the files fw, j to fw, j+ NK −1 where w = i mod k and
j = i div k. In reference to Figure 4.6, TWi−1 is covered by f0, j and f0, j+1, while TWi is covered by f1, j and
f1, j+1, and so on.
Compared to the solution for interleaved windows reported in Section 4.2.4, this strategy allows to
decrease the number of required files by a factor K at the cost of replicating input data K times.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
Our experimental evaluations are aimed at validating the model introduced so far, giving a hint about the
exhibited computation latencies and comparing the two strategies defined for interleaved time windows.
We didn’t evaluate the strategy for juxtaposed windows because it can be considered as a special case of
interleaved windows with N = 1, and the evaluations of these strategies become interesting when N is large.
We carried out several evaluations simulating a scenario where a fictional traffic monitoring application
is requested to produce statistics every minute (∆T = 1 minute) about the packets observed in the last hour
(T = 1 hour, N = 60). We vary input packet rate and observe the latency of the jobs. For each fixed packet
rate, we measured the latency of the first 12 jobs. Latencies of subsequent jobs did not reveal any further
insights on the performance of the system and are thus not shown. As a warm up phase, we let the system
load data for 1 hour before starting the first job. In this way each job actually works on a time window of 1
hour.
The equations defined in Section 4.3.2 can be simplified by introducing some assumptions based on the
properties of our evaluations. Since packet rate is kept fixed for each run, the size of the input data stored
for each ∆T can be considered constant, so we can assume that
∀i, di = d (4.12)
With the largest packet rate we used, the size of the input data stored for each ∆T was at most 40 MB, which
is less than the size of a block (64 MB), so we can also assume
d < B (4.13)
We can use (4.12) and (4.13) to rewrite (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) as follows, respectively







S (1) = dN · d
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We use a simple TCP traffic data analysis computation, where packets are filtered out on the basis of
the value of TCP flags and are then written to an output HDFS file. The filter we considered is such that
almost any packet is dropped. The number of reducers is set to 1. This kind of computation is executed
by a very simple event processing network with a set of map tasks which execute I/O bound work and
send filtered data to a single reduce task in charge of writing the resulting data to a file. The choice of
using this kind of filter has been driven by the observation that different rolling strategies can only impact


















Figure 4.7: Average latencies and standard deviations for the basic interleaved windows strategy.
the performance of map tasks, so, in order to better observe their effectiveness, we consider a computation
where the contribution of reduce tasks to the latency is negligible.
We setup an Hadoop deployment with seven nodes. In one node we placed the JobTracker and the Na-
meNode. In each of the other nodes we placed a TaskTracker and a DataNode, so as to enable the JobTracker
to allocate map tasks where data actually was and minimize data transfers. We used another node where
we installed our Java-based application. Each node was a Virtual Machine (VM) running Ubuntu 10.04 and
equipped with 2x2800 MHz CPUs, 3 GB of RAM and 15 GB of disk storage. The networking infrastructure
was based on a 10 Gbit LAN.
Basic Interleaved Windows Strategy The evaluations for the basic interleaved windows strategy (as
introduced in Section 4.2.4) are aimed at showing (i) how the engine is able to keep up with increasing input
data rates and (ii) what happens when the constraint li ≤ ∆T is violated, i.e. the time needed for computing
over a time window is greater than the time-span between the start of two subsequent windows. The average
latencies and related standard deviations registered in these experiments are reported in Figure 4.7. These
results confirm that Hadoop jobs are I/O bound: as the packet rate grows, input data size grows as well and
the latencies become larger. When packet rate is set at 3000 pkt/sec the standard deviation is quite large
(10.86 sec.), which denotes a high variability in the observed latencies. The latency values for packet rates
4000 and 5000 pkt/sec are purposely left out of scale to highlight how such variability grows with input data
size.
We say that there is stability when the computation latency doesn’t keep growing job after job. It is to
note that when packet rate is set at 2000 pkt/sec the average latency is 63 seconds, i.e. slightly greater than
∆T , stability is still preserved. This happens because the overlapping between consecutive jobs is quite small
and unable to make the engine run out of available resources. With packet rates 3000 pkt/sec or greater, we
observe that stability doesn’t hold anymore, as shown in Figure 4.8, where it is made clear that the latencies
keep increasing as new jobs are executed. In this case, the initial latencies are more than 10 seconds larger
than ∆T and subsequent jobs are progressively delayed. The consequence is that the engine becomes unable
to deliver acceptable performance.












































Figure 4.9: Average latencies varying both input packet rate and K.
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K 500 p/s 1000 p/s 2000 p/s 3000 p/s
1 60 split 60 split 60 split 60 split
60 files 4 MB 8 MB 16 MB 24 MB
2 30 split 30 split 30 split 30 split
30 files 8 MB 16 MB 32 MB 48 MB
3 20 split 20 split 20 split 40 split
20 files 12 MB 24 MB 48 MB 72 MB
4 15 split 15 split 15 split 30 split
15 files 16 MB 32 MB 64 MB 96 MB
5 12 split 12 split 24 split 24 split
12 files 20 MB 40 MB 80 MB 120 MB
6 10 split 10 split 20 split 30 split
10 files 24 MB 48 MB 96 MB 144 MB
Table 4.1: Number of splits and file sizes as packet rate and K change.
Multi Files Flows Strategy The evaluation of the Multi Files Flows Rolling Strategy is aimed at showing
how decreasing the number of files positively impacts on the computation latency. We used again the same
packet rates reported in Section 4.4 and we tracked average latencies and related standard deviations with
K (replication factor) varying from 1 to 6. We didn’t tested larger values for K because it would have
required too much space on disk and generated too much overhead network traffic due to the high level of
data replication.
Results are reported in Figure 4.9. Each curve represents the average latency for a specific packet rate
for different values of K, with error bars used to plot the standard deviations. Introducing data replication,
that is moving from K = 1 to K = 2, makes stability hold even with a packet rate set at 3000 pkt/sec. This
can be noted by looking at the difference between the standard deviations for K = 1 and K = 2. With
reference to the equations derived before in this section, by using a specific K we can organize input data in
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The relations between packet rates, K, number of splits and file sizes are reported in Table 4.1. Let us




Figure 4.10 plots the distance in percentage from the optimum number of splits as K varies for some distinct
ratios d/B, so as to provide results that are oblivious from the specific dimensions that can come into play in
individual scenarios. As such picture makes evident, just using small values for K allows to obtain numbers
that are not far from the minimums, which means that a convenient tradeoff between storage requirements
and resulting mappers count can be firstly foreseen and then achieved.
Figure 4.11 shows how the number of splits varies in function of K (a logarithmic scale is used) for
several packet rates. As already stated, the number of splits commonly decreases with the increase of K,
except for some unlucky cases where the dimension of resulting files doesn’t fit well with the block size B,
but we will see soon that this is not necessarily a problem. With large packet rates, obtaining a near optimum
number of splits doesn’t require the use of large values of K. For example, when packet rate is 5000 pkt/sec
and K = 3 there are 40 splits while the optimum is 38. When packet rate is 3000 pkt/sec, K = 5 allows to
have 24 splits, that is only one more than the optimum.










































Figure 4.11: Number of splits in function of K for some packet rates.
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Optimizing the number of splits with lower packet rates require larger values of K. Indeed with 500 pk-
t/sec a good result can be achieved by setting K = 10, which entails six splits while the optimum is four.
This trend mainly depends on the fact that when the packet rate is small the size of files is small as well,
and several files can be merged within a single split, which means that the decrease of the number of files
coincides with the decrease of the number of splits. When the packet rate is large, merging files is not likely
to decrease the number of splits, because the size of merged files is probably greater than the block size. For
example, when packet rate is 5000 pkt/sec, d = 40 MB and 60 splits are required. By setting K = 2, the size
of a single file becomes 80 MB, which requires two splits, so even if the number of files has been halved,
the total number of splits remains the same.
For what concerns the latencies reported in Figure 4.9, for packet rates 500 and 1000 pkt/sec the situation
is quite easy to analyze because K · d ≤ B for K ≤ 6, so the (4.14) becomes S (N/K) = N/K. This implies
that the number of splits decreases monotonically as K is increased, which in turn makes the average latency
decrease as well, except for the case K = 6 where a small growth occurs. The reason of such worsening
is the imbalance of the allocation of map tasks to TaskTrackers, as previously introduced in Section 4.3.2.
Looking at Table 4.1, when K = 5 there are 12 splits having the same size, which allows for a fair allocation
of two map tasks for each TaskTracker (with six TaskTrackers in the cluster). Each TaskTracker can execute
such tasks in parallel because there are two available slots for map tasks for each TaskTracker. When K = 6
we have instead ten equally-sized splits, which makes a fair allocation impossible, indeed two slots remain
not allocated. In this case, each TaskTracker runs in parallel one or two map tasks that work on splits larger
than those of the case K = 5, which causes the small increase in the overall latency.
The case for packet rate 2000 pkt/sec is a little bit more complex. For K up to three, everything is fine and
the average latency keeps decreasing. When K = 4, latency grows by four seconds (8%) despite the number
of splits is minimized (15 splits is indeed the minimum for K ≤ 6). The reason again is the imbalance in the
allocation of map tasks to TaskTrackers. The first 12 map tasks can run in parallel, while the remaining three
have to run after the first batch completes. Furthermore, these three tasks work on block-sized splits, which
makes their completion time not marginal. Therefore, the critical path in the map phase is the sequence of
two map tasks each working on a block-sized split (64 MB + 64 MB). A possible solution would consist in
reorganizing the last three splits so as to fairly spread the load among all the TaskTrackers, but such feature
is not provided by Hadoop. When K = 5, the number of splits raises to 24 but the average latency is one
second lower. Each of the 12 files has size 80 MB, so it is divided in two splits, one with size 64 MB and
the other 16 MB. In total there are 12 block-sized splits and 12 splits of 16 MB. The allocation in this case
can be very fair because each map slot can be assigned in sequence to two map tasks, the first works on
a 64 MB split and the other on 16 MB one, which would shorten the critical path (64 MB + 16 MB). In
reality, the locality awareness of Hadoop (see Section 2.6.1) affects such a theoretically optimal allocation
strategy because the placement of some map tasks is driven by the actual position of the input data they
need to work on. Depending on how the blocks of input data are distributed over the DataNodes, this can
entail an allocation where two tasks working on a 64 MB split are assigned to the same slot, making the
critical path equal to the one for K = 4. Furthermore, the presence of two classes of splits having so different
sizes (64 MB vs 16 MB) can make some slots become free much sooner than others, forcing the JobTracker
to assign them available splits without concerning too much about whether the new allocation could cause
future imbalances. Among the 12 jobs we ran for K = 5, for seven of them we observed a 64 MB + 64 MB
critical path, while for the other five the critical path was 64 MB + 16 MB + 16 MB. Such variability is also
highlighted by the higher value of the standard deviation. In this case, the potential benefits of an optimal
allocation are offset by an unlucky distribution of blocks over the cluster, which on average makes the
performance improve only marginally. When K = 6, the average latency is improved by five seconds (9%)
with respect to K = 5. Such an enhancement is due to (i) the reduction of splits and (ii) the reduction of the
difference between the sizes of the splits, which helps to prevent allocations resulting in imbalances. Indeed,
each file is 96 MB and is divided into two splits of 64 MB and 32 MB, which is much less likely to cause
the imbalances we observed for K = 5. All the 12 jobs we ran exhibited a critical path of 64 MB + 32 MB.
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For packet rate 3000 pkt/sec, we get stability using K = 2 and we registered a critical path of 48 MB
+ 48 MB + 48 MB. Setting K = 3, the critical path reduces to 64 MB + 64 MB + 8 MB but the great
difference between split sizes causes imbalances that make the latency improve negligibly and the standard
deviation increase. When K = 4, in most of the jobs we observed a critical path of 64 MB + 64 MB while
in a few we reported 64 MB + 64 MB + 32 MB, but the reduced difference between the splits and the lower
number of mappers (ten less) entails a decrease of the latency of three seconds. Going up to K = 5, the
situation improves further because we get no imbalances thanks to the very small variation between split
sizes (64 MB vs 56 MB), and the number of map tasks allows for an optimal allocation to the TaskTrackers.
Finally, using K = 6, a small worsening (two seconds) is noticed due the increment of both the difference
between split sizes (64 MB vs 16 MB) and the number of the map tasks, which together entails for a worse
allocation to TaskTrackers.
The table does not report the results for packet rates 4000 and 5000 pkt/sec because we didn’t manage
to make stability hold using K ≤ 6.
Figure 4.9 gives evidence that major improvements are achieved with small values of K (two or three),
and that larger settings of K don’t provide relevant enhancements. What we can get from these evaluations
is that we can apply the Multi Files Flows Rolling Strategy for successfully decreasing the computation
latency at the price of replicating data with a reasonable replication factor.
Conclusion
The first part of this thesis has delved into the topic of Collaborative Environments focusing on the advan-
tages of leveraging information sharing to improve the effectiveness of security defenses. Also the obstacles
to the employment of information sharing have been described, and possible strategies for overcoming them
have been proposed. The Semantic Room (SR) abstraction has been introduced as a mean to create Col-
laborative Environments in practice, and three distinct implementations of an SR for detecting inter-domain
stealthy port scans have been presented. Many evaluations have given evidence that the collaboration can
sharpen detection accuracy in practice, and several insights have emerged for what concerns the best tech-
nology to use (either Esper, Storm, Hadoop) depending on the specific real scenario.
In the second part of this thesis, two technologies have been examined more in depth, namely Storm and
Hadoop, with the aim of enhancing their performances. For what concerns Storm, two scheduling algorithms
have been designed and implemented which minimize the inter-node traffic in order to decrease computation
latency. Evaluations showed a relevant improvement of the performance with respect to the default Storm
scheduler. For what concerns Hadoop, a model has been developed for running computations based on
time windows by adopting a batch approach. Within such model, some strategies have been illustrated to
organize input data into the storage (HDFS) in order to optimize a set of metrics related to the completion
time of Hadoop jobs.
Achieved Results
Rather than providing some definitive response regarding a specific topic, this thesis has put together het-
erogeneous pieces ranging from programming abstractions and high-level methodologies (SR, continuous
queries, batch processing) to state-of-the-art technologies (Esper, Storm, Hadoop), from latest security fron-
tiers (today’s cyber attacks implications, confidentiality requirements) to practical software engineering is-
sues (integration of legacy infrastructures in the FM-SR), and the result is a sort of “architectural toolkit”
consisting of practical guidelines, examples and solutions that can be combined together to build effective
architectures when Big Data problems have to be solved, and in particular when information sharing be-
comes a key aspect of the solution to undertake. The following list summarizes such a toolkit as a set of
statements recapping learned lessons.
_ Collaboration is worth
When confidentiality and fairness issues can be overcome, making distinct organizations and actors
collaborate by sharing their information is effective for bringing added value to all the participants.
The intuition behind such result has been provided in Section 1.3, where it has been explained that
having at disposal larger amount of input data coming from distinct sources allows to obtain a more
accurate picture about some target phenomenon to analyze. The practical effectiveness of a collab-
orative approach has been shown both when available input is homogeneous (as in the ID-SR, see
Section 2.7) and when heterogeneous streams have to be correlated (as the FM-SR, see Section 1.5).
_ Distribute the computation
In a Collaborative Environment where participants provide a number of resources, these latter should
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be leveraged to distribute the computation because this allows for better fault-tolerance, scalability
and performance. Having more physical machines at disposal reasonably allows to enforce effective
strategies to reallocate computations that were running on failed resources. For the same reason, more
resource-demanding computations can be replicated over a proper number of machines in order to
avoid possible bottlenecks. Storm has been described as a powerful framework for distributed event
processing that inherently allows to distribute any computation (see Section 2.5.1). The evidence
of this result is provided in Section 2.7.2, where the Storm-based implementation of the R-SYN
algorithm achieves lower latency and higher throughput than the Esper-based implementation.
_ Distribute the data
As for the previous point, distributing the data allows to enforce locality-aware scheduling that moves
computation rather than data, which leads to better performance and allows to avoid possible network
bottlenecks. Hadoop is a well-known batch processing framework that enforces locality-awareness
to minimize data movements (see Section 2.6.1). Agilis (see Section 2.6.2) goes one step further by
employing a RAM-based storage rather than a disk-based in order to get faster data accesses.
_ Limit data exchanges through the Internet
Available physical bandwidth can become a bottleneck when inter-participant communications are
carried out over the Internet. Possible countermeasures include employing locality-aware scheduling
and input pre-processing (i.e., filtering, aggregating) in order to decrease the amount of data to ex-
change. The evaluations presented in Section 2.7.1 gave evidence that, when all the data is sent to a
CEP engine deployed on a single site, the performance degrades as the available bandwidth decreases.
Furthermore, Section 2.7.3 showed that such limitation can be overcome by an implementation where
the computation is moved rather than the data to analyze.
_ Storm computations benefit from minimizing inter-node traffic
A scheduling aimed at decreasing the amount of events to be sent among physical nodes positively
impacts on the average computation latency. Employing a Storm scheduler that takes into account this
lesson allows to get considerable lower average latencies for completing the computation of an input
event, as clearly shown in Section 3.4. In addition, it is shown that an adaptive scheduler capable
of adjusting the allocations at runtime achieves better results compared to a scheduler that fixes the
allocation before the computation starts.
_ Hadoop jobs benefit from a clever organization of the input on HDFS
Especially in computations based on sliding time windows, organizing input data in files so that jobs
have to read all and only the required data is crucial to minimize job completion time. As explained
is Section 4.3.2 and shown in Section 4.4, Hadoop jobs are I/O bound and this implies a sharp impact
of the amount of data to read from HDFS on jobs completion time. Furthermore, another crucial
aspect to take into account when organizing data in HDFS is the number of files: the more the files
are, the more the input is fragmented among a larger number of map tasks, which leads to higher jobs
completion time.
Future Research Directions
Considering the broad scope of the topics touched upon in this thesis, very diverse future directions can be
identified. It is convenient to list them according to the way the topics of the thesis are organized.
_ Collaborative Environments
3 The area of secure multi-party computations is fundamental to provide the technologies required
to enforce proper confidentiality requirements. In the specific, more efficient techniques are
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necessary to enable their employment in real scenarios where huge amounts of data have to be
exchanged, possibly over the Internet.
3 So far, the issue of fairness in information sharing has been addressed only marginally; new
strategies of incentives and penalties should be devised and, above all, detailed experiments
should be carried out in practical contexts in order to assess the real effectiveness of such strate-
gies.
3 The crucial importance of applying the collaborative approach in real scenarios cannot be stressed
enough: a greater number of case studies is required where collaboration through information
sharing is shown to be beneficial for all the participants.
_ Scheduling in distributed processing platforms
A key issue related to dynamic reconfiguration of a query in distributed processing platforms is the
management of stateful operators; even though works exist in this field [55], there is still room for
further improvements and evaluations on real scenarios.
_ Batch computations
Also in this area, further evaluations are required to test in practice the effectiveness of multi-tenant
Internet-wide deployments where the nodes of the (Hadoop) cluster are provided by distinct actors,
and where input data is kept locally to the producer of the data itself. Besides sensibly reducing the
volumes of data to be transferred over the Internet, this schema would also ease the enforcement of
privacy-preserving and anonymity techniques.
_ Blending online-oriented and batch-oriented approaches
Both the approaches have strengths and weaknesses, and rarely either approach covers all the needs
in a real scenario; it would be definitely interesting to investigate methodologies to define frameworks
where online-oriented and batch-oriented technologies co-exist and interact together with the aim of
delivering the best possible architectural solution.
Future Scopes of the SR Abstraction
The key goal of the SR abstraction is enabling information sharing among distinct actors. The architectures
and technologies presented in this thesis allow to manage SRs comprising a few participants, each provid-
ing large inputs. The present shift toward the “Internet of Things”, also fostered by the amazing spread of
smartphones and tablets and by the forthcoming global adoption of IPv6, prompts for novel and very inter-
esting scopes of the SR abstraction, characterized by Collaborative Environments comprising much more
participants. The main obstacle to overcome in order to make the SR abstraction fit such a new class of
scenarios is represented indeed by the scalability in the number of participants.
Let us resume the example reported in the Introduction [127]. The application developed by Inrix Inc.
leverages the information related to traffic events provided by thousands to millions of mobile devices (i.e.,
smartphones equipped with GPS) in order to deliver the most updated and accurate view about current
traffic conditions and best routes to go through. Even though the aggregate amount of generated data could
be compared to the volume of data that can be managed by the kind of SRs detailed in this thesis, the clear
difference lies in the diverse order of magnitude of the number of endpoints taking part in the collaboration.
From a technical point of view, the SR abstraction and its instantiations should evolve so as to cope
with an overhead of higher level, due to the fact that the per-participant overhead is now multiplied for
a much greater number of participants. Such per-participant overhead is mainly spread over two aspects:
membership and data sources.
_ Membership overhead
When a generic actor wants to join an SR, it has to sign a contract (see Section 1.3), provision re-
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quested resources and deploy required software to be integrated with its own information systems.
This procedure is obviously excessively burdensome to carry out when millions of members have to
be managed within the single SR. A direction to investigate regards the employment of lighter, more
flexible join procedures that would allow the SR infrastructure to easily keep up with the required
sizes of SR memberships. A resulting drawback comes from a diminished control on who can be-
come an SR member, which could possibly lead to the adoption of malicious or selfish behaviors. In
order to contrast this kind of situations, employing policies based on incentives and reputation (see
Section 1.4) can be a viable direction to analyze in depth.
_ Data source overhead
Each SR member is a data source that injects events to the processing engine, so a dedicated stream
has to be established for each participant, which entails an unfeasible overhead with the expected sizes
of SR memberships. Another relevant point concerns the consequent high rate of joins and leaves to
expect. Considering a near real time processing platform like Storm, such a high variability of the
number of input sources over the time translates to frequent reconfigurations that negatively impact
on the performance and make Storm scalability useless. Advanced architectural designs are required
to cope with data source overhead. Possible research directions include the possibility to aggregate
input streams on the edge as much as possible with the aim of masking partially the continual addition
and removal of input sources.
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